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A young man. He ivears a long penis gourd witb a fur tassei, a nassa shell chest
piece, a dog fur arm band, and carries a pig tusk nose piece in his plaited
arm band.
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PREFACE

THIS study is a descriptive ethnography of the Dugum Dani, a Papuan
society in the Central Highlands of West New Guinea (Irian Barat,
Indonesia), based on research carried out in 1961-1963 and 1968. Despite

the trend toward more specialized anthropological research and publication, I
have chosen to present the Dugum Dani in a broadly descriptive format rather
than to write only on a few specific problems from the standpoint of a specific
theoretical position.

The basic approach of this study is holistic. Starting from the assumption
that all traits in a culture are interrelated in some sense, the holistic approach
proceeds to search out significant interrelationships on a broad front. The
emphasis is not simply on describing as many traits as possible but on establishing
the context of interrelationships of these traits. This holistic program is carried
out most explicitly in the treatment of Dani warfare (Chapter 3), but it is
applied to some extent throughout.

A second pervasive concern is with classification. The categories of ethno-
graphic analysis have become sanctified by tradition. Some sorts of cross-cultural
categories are essential, but often the traditional terms obscure more than they
reveal. This problem is considered especially in the treatment of attire (Chapter
9) and art (Chapter 6). A closely related problem concerns the nature of the
native Dani categories of various sorts. This is treated in the descriptions of
arrows (Chapter 9), sweet potatoes (Chapter 1), and elsewhere.

This ethnography is divided into two parts. The first deals with economie
activities, sociopolitical organization, conflict, the supernatural, language, art, and
play; the second contains the more technical details of the material aspects of
Dani culture.

NAMES—POLITICAL AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL

In many cases the anthropological use of names differs from the political use
of these names. Since this study is anthropological, I have chosen to follow the
anthropological usages. But to avoid misunderstandings, a few potential sources
of confusion may be noted.

The Western half of the New Guinea island was called Netherlands New
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viii PREFACE
Guinea until 1962, then West New Guinea, and after 1963 was administered by
the Republic of Indonesia as the province of Irian Barat (West Irian), pending
the final determination of its status in 1969. In August 1969, West Irian was
officially declared a part of Indonesia. For the most part I have retained the
politically inaccurate name of West New Guinea. The island itself is called
Irian in Indonesian, but I have retained the traditional term of New Guinea.
Politically the people are called Irianese, New Guineans, or Papuans, depending
on which of three political jurisdictions they live in. I have followed the anthro-
pological usage of Papuan for the non-Austronesian speakers of the Central High-
land zone and Melanesian for the Austronesian speakers of the coast. Also, the
people at the far western end of the Central Highlands are well known in the
anthropological literature (especially through the works of Pospisil) as Kapauku,
but by 1968 they themselves had rejected that name as a foreign term and
insisted on the use of their own term, Ekagi.

ORTHOGRAPHY

The orthography used here for transcribing Dani words was established by
missionary and government linguists at a conference in February 1961 (cf. van
der Stap 1966:3). Generally the symbols have values close to English values, with
these major exceptions:

1
t

k

dl

bp

e
a
e
i
0

u

is the Dutch j , the English y;
resembles the English stop except when occurring between two

vowels, where it is "flapped" like a trilied r;
resembles the English stop except when occurring between two

vowels, where it becomes a velar fricative, like a very soft Dutch g,
or, in swift speech, disappears altogether;

is an alveolar implosive, made with a quick drawing in of the breath
while pronouncing a dl sound;

is a bilabial implosive, made with a quick drawing in of the breath
while pronouncing a b sound;

is never silent
as in English father, thus iva is wah
as in English ivell
as in English keep, thus ivim is yeem, Dani is dah-nee
as in English more
as in oo, as in English tooi, thus Dugum is doo-goom.

There are a few relatively unimportant modifications of the Standard orthog-
raphy which result from my own difficulties in distinguishing certain phonemes
in certain contexts. No distinction was made between the vowels written i and y
or between those written u and v. Also, in certain situations the following pairs
were not accurately distinguished: t and d, b and p, g and k, dl and bp.
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INTRODUCTION

HOLISM

THIS is an ethnographic study of a small group of Dani who live in the
Dugum Neighborhood of the Grand Valley of the Balim River, some
1,650 meters high in the Central Highlands of West New Guinea, now

the Indonesian province of West Irian at about Latitude 4° South and Longitude
138°5O' East.

This ethnography is holistic. It might better by specified as descriptive holism,
to differentiate it from the synthetic or generalizing holism whose aim is to
summarize a society in terms of a few themes or patterns. The holism in this case
is the attempt to explore the interrelationships of traits within Dani culture.

Holism has an ancient and honorable ancestry in anthropology. Malinowski,
in the Foreword to his first monograph on the Trobriand Islands, asserted that

One of the first conditions of acceptable Ethnographic work certainly is that it should
deal with the totality of all social, cultural, and psychological aspects of the community,
for they are so interwoven that not one can be understood without taking into consid-
eration all the others. (1922:xvi)

Three years later, Mauss analyzed "the gift," or "prestation," as a "total social
phenomenon," saying that

in these "early" societies, social phenomena are not discrete; each phenomenon contains
all the threads of which the social fabric is composed. (1925; quoted from 1954:1)

But despite these brave words, holism has not had a totally happy career in
anthropological research, for it is not without its disadvantages.

First among these disadvantages is the difficulty of actually achieving the
holistic goal. Holism encourages the collection and presentation of more data
than might be immediately relevant to a speciflc argument. It is especially
difficult to organize the data satisfactorily. In attempting to recreate through
lineal narrative in a few hundred pages the complex mesh of Dani culture, I have
not tried to follow every line of interest through to the logical extreme of each
relationship but have left many threads dangling, to be picked up in later chapters.

There are ways to avoid this dilemma to some extent. Early in my field work
I considered writing an entire volume on the Dani Men's House, and starting
from this central object, to tracé its interconnections outwards until the entire
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4 VFPA 49 / THE DUGUM DANI
culture had been described. This would have been a strained exercise, and I
abandoned it.

Another technique would be to use an extensive graph or matrix in whose
boxes the interrelationships of every trait or institution with every other could
be entered. Elsewhere (Heider n.d.) I have explored the utility of such an
approach to attack specific problems, and it appears that Malinowski used a
similar device in his classes (Richards 1957:25). But useful as it is for directing
research and pointing up specific problems, I fear it would prove too inflexible
for the formal description of an entire culture.

Since no ethnography can be totally holistic and since even the most frag-
mented ethnography cannot avoid it altogether, holism is not really a distinctive
approach but simply a criterion for judging the adequacy of a descriptive
ethnography.

A second shortcoming of the holistic approach is that it is essentially descriptive
and not theoretical, and therefore it does not provide explanations. But this is
a limitation, not a defect. I have not focused this study on a single theoretical
proposition. But in dealing with warfare, for example, I have had to consider
and criticize possible theoretical explanations of Dani phenomena. In this case, a
single theoretical explanation of war along ecological lines is put into perspective
by the holistic description of the extremely complex nature of war. This is the
major advantage of the holistic approach: It provides the broad description of
relevant interrelationships which must precede the theoretical explanation.

Since the categories of analysis direct and constrict the analysis itself, they
must be carefully examined. Especially when the goal is holistic description, the
restrictions of categories is crucial. For example, when dealing with objects
such as penis gourds or carrying nets, the temptation is to put them in the
category "clothing" and then mention that they also have functions similar to
objects in the category "ornament." But in these examples it is conceptually
restrictive to use clothing as a category. An alternative is to use clothing,
ornamentation, communication, and the like as functional attributes of objects
in a larger category, "attire." Then one can treat objects of attire in terms of
the various relevant functional attributes of qualities (cf. Heider 1969a).

At first glance this may seem like quibbling. The preference for attributes
rather than categories at certain levels is not based on truth or accuracy but
rather on a desire to build a conceptual framework which will be maximally
useful in directing research. It is quite conceivable that an analysis of the net
or the penis gourd could begin by placing them within a limited single-function
category such as clothing and then go on to examine other functions. But this
would still necessitate working under the handicap of the limiting categories.
Such an analysis would depend on its effectiveness on an implicit conceptual
scheme working at cross-purposes to the explicit one. But a conceptual scheme
that substitutes attributes for categories will force the analysis to take the broadest
possible lines.

Often, as in the cases of arrows or war or ghosts, the English-language
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categories of traditional ethnography are quite appropriate. The task of the
ethnographer is to describe the verbal and nonverbal behavior of one culture
in cross-culturally relevant terms. In order neither to betray the reality of the
native behavior nor to make a mockery of the concepts of ethnography, the
categories of description must be adjusted for the best possible mutual fit.

FLEXIBILITY

In recent years much has been written about the loose or flexible nature of
New Guinea Highland societies, with particular reference to their social organ-
ization. Specifically, the term "flexible social organization" is used to describe
societies in which most of the behaviorally important groupings are constituted
not on the basis of easily accessible and predictable principles like patrilineal
descent, but on the basis of considerably more complex and subtle factors of
personal motivation such as friendship. But since any social organization is
based on a mixture of easily predictable rules and less accessible inclinations, such
a term as "flexible" only has meaning if it can be carefully defined as one end
of a scale of relative values.

One suspects that much of this Highland flexibility is a "discovery" by field
workers who have had little experience in comparably unacculturated societies,
and who are overwhelmed by the disparity between the orderly charts and
tables in monographs and the swirling activity of a New Guinea village. (I hasten
to include myself.)

Also, there is a danger of confusing the precise rules which might be quoted
by an informant with the actual behavior on the ground. Hiatt (1967) has
recently contributed to the understanding of Australian aboriginal social organ-
ization by showing that the mind-boggling complexity of the section systems was
a legal fiction which, although some people followed, most found unworkable.

In a sense, New Guinea Highland studies find themselves at the opposite
extreme, where an acceptance of "flexibility" or "vagaries of personal inclination"
is used as an agnostic substitute for explanation. Two papers have been most
influential in setting the tone for this position. In one, J. A. Barnes (1962)
warned of the dangers of applying models based on the more rigid African
lineage organizations to the New Guinea Highlands material, which seemed to be
characterized by optation; in the other, Marshall Sahlins (1963) drew a contrast
between the formal inherited chieftainships of Polynesia and the less powerful,
more individualistic Big Man pattern of leadership which is found in New Guinea
and Melanesia. These papers were important and necessary syntheses of the
data, but in a sense they offered too easy a solution to the analytical problems
presented by New Guinea Highland societies. The danger of the African lineage
model is overformalization, a too-eager search for rules which might not actually
be followed. But the danger of the flexible model is that it discourages the
search for rules and promotes an interpretation of social behavior as simply
the result of idiosyncrasies.
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The problem of flexibility is not unique to New Guinea Highland scholars.

Barnes himself, while questioning the utility of the African models of lineage
systems which were developed in East and West Africa, drew from his own
acquaintance of the Lake Region of Central Africa where optation seemed
important (cf. especially Mitchell 1964 and van Velsen 1964). Many observers
of Thai society have been struck by its "loose structure" (cf. Phillips 1969), and
Navahos' social organization has been also characterized as flexible, especially in
contrast to their Pueblo neighbors (cf. Aberle 1963). In the Dutch work on
West New Guinea, particularly the lowland regions, there has been a concern
with this problem ever since Held wrote his book on the Papuan as cul-
ture improvisor (1951); this concern, which has had little effect on the
English-language works on the rest of Melanesia, was brought to a climax in
the extended debate between Pouwer (1960a, 1960b, 1961) and van der Leeden
(1960).

Probably the use of terms such as "flexible" has caused more confusion than
clarification. Phillips, in his discussion of how the concept had been used witl.
regard to the Thai materials (1969), emphasized that it is at best a descriptive
generalization and in no sense an explanation. He points out that its main value
lies in directing attention to the varying degrees of flexibility which may exist
in different areas of a culture.

The concept of flexibility refers to two different aspects of behavior. One is
the existence of alternatives or variants, and the other is the explicitness of
rules which may lend some degree of predictability to the behavior. To the
extent that the available alternatives of behavior can be easily predicted, the
use of the term "flexibility" would cause no confusion. It is when there are no
apparent rules, implicit or explicit, to govern behavior and allow prediction
that flexibility becomes a problem. Aberle has likened these two situations to
the linguistic concepts of conditioned variation and free variation (1963:3). The
trap here is assuming that there are no rules when neither the statements of the
actors not the observations of the ethnographer have yielded rules. But Barnes,
in his 1962 article, was deliberately using the term optative, and not random, to
describe some aspects of New Guinea Highlands social structure. A philosopher
of science has discussed the difference between the falling of an object in a
vacuüm, which may be predicted by the use of the law of gravity, and the
falling of a leaf from a tree, which is subject to many principles and may at
times violate the law of gravity.

If one is accustomed to expecting explanatory devices on the order of the law
of gravity (or patrilineal descent), then the more complex behavior of the leaf
(or a Highland Papuan) may well seem unfathomable. The recruitment to
membership in a Dani sib can be explained as the result of the rule of patrilineal
descent. But, while the recruitment to membership in a Dani neighborhood can
be described as flexible or the result of optation, this is no explanation. The more
flexible the focus of investigation, the more difficult the explanation, and the
extent to which one presses for explanation depends on one's theoretical inter-
ests and research abilities. In retrospect, I regret that my treatment of local
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residence and leadership recruitment go little beyond the generalization that
they are flexible. It would be possible to make the kind of detailed analysis
which would permit not true prediction but at least a more precise statement
of the mixed lot of factors which influence Dani behavior in these fields. But
this limitation does not affect the validity of the judgment that in these fields
the Dani are flexible, relative to other societies.

The question of whether the Dani are flexible or not in the sense of free
variation is a misleading question, if free variation means only those principles
or norms of behavior which have not yet been discovered. The question might
be posed in terms of the degree to which the norms of Dani behavior are explicit.
Here I have the definite impression that the Dani are relatively inexplicit about
their norms, but I cannot support this with a quantitative measure which has
cross-cultural validity. The question can also be framed in terms of the other
sense of flexibility, namely in terms of available alternatives of behavior.

The answer is illusive because, as Phillips (1969) has emphasized, the degree
of flexibility within a culture varies from part to part, and because it must be
made relative to a cross-cultural scale which is not available. For example, Dani
marriage rigidly follows the principle of moiety exogamy, but the choice of
mate (and for men, number of mates) within the opposite moiety is extremely
flexible; residence is normally within the confederation or at least the alliance
of birth, but choice of compound is highly variable; adult male public attire
invariably includes the penis gourd, but its shape, size, and ornamentation vary
considerably. But despite their limitations, these two concepts of flexibility help
to bring out important principles of Dani behavior.

THE DANI OF THE DUGUM

The culture of the Dugum Dani is one of the countless variations on the
general Highland Papuan theme which stretches across central New Guinea for
1,200 kilometers, from the Wissel Lakes in the west to the Owen Stanley range
in the east.

The Dani will be described as they were in the ethnographic present of 1961,
when regular warfare was still going on, but frequent reference will be made
to subsequent events.

The well-built houses of the Dugum Dani cluster in compounds on the high,
level floor of the Grand Valley. Here live some 350 of the estimated Grand
Valley Dani population of 50,000. They are accomplished swineherds and
gardeners, producing mainly sweet potatoes in complex ditched garden beds
which they work with simple digging sticks. In April 1961, when this study
began, their technology was primarily stone age, in the sense that iron and steel
had only begun to replace polished stone adzes and axes. Also, in the early
months of this study the area was not pacified by government forces, and war
was being waged against their neighbors, the Widaia. Dugum Dani society is
organized along lines of territorial political units and nonterritorial patrilineal
sibs and moieties.
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There are other aspects of Dani culture of particular interest: flexible political

and social system; great spatial mobility within the framework of permanent
settlements; an egalitarian society whose leaders have influence rather than
power and which has minimal social distance between top and bottom of the
society; stable population with low birth rate and low infant mortality; minimal
social and economie importance of the family; minimal explicit interest in sex;
minimal formal legal structure; minimal intellectual and artistic elaboration; and
all of this taking place in a geographical setting which is characterized by the
almost unique absence of predictable climatic changes.

An early problem in the field research was to choose an area of focus for
the study. It was very soon clear that one compound, with perhaps a dozen
people but a very unstable population, would be unsuitable. The "villages," or
groups of compounds, soon turned out to be just clusters of compounds with
no separate social reality. The next larger real territorial unit of political organ-
ization, the confederation, was too large for close attention. I finally settled on
the neighborhood around the field camp. This Neighborhood is not a unit recog-
nized by the Dani, but it is of a useful size for description. I have named it
Dugum after the Dani name for the small hilly salient cutting into it from the
mountain wall. On three sides the boundaries are unambiguous: to the east,
the mountain wall, the edge of the Grand Valley, and the uninhabited forests;
to the south, the low ridge of the Dutoba and the kilometer or so of uninhabited
forest that forms the border with the friendly Walalua Alliance; to the south-
west, the no-man's-land that forms the war frontier with the Widaia; only to
the west and northwest is the boundary of the Neighborhood open to the rest
of the confederation, and therefore in question. The Neighborhood is conceived
of on the basis of interaction: it is a geographical area of gardens and com-
pounds, and it is a group only in the loosest sense of that term, including
people who live and work more within the area than outside it and who interact
with each other more than with people of different areas. We may draw a
geographical boundary, but the group has no corporate meaning and can be
defïned only as those people more associated with the neighborhood than with
any other neighborhood.

This is specifically the ethnography of a single group, and only occasional
references will be made to Dani societies in other areas, based on published
material, casual personal observations, and personal Communications from other
field workers. Studies of other Dani groups which will help to clarify a "Dani
pattern" are beginning to appear: Jan Broekhuijse on the Dugum and Southern
Valley Dani; Denise O'Brien on the Konda (Swart) Valley Western Dani;
Gordon Larson on Ilaka Western Dani; Anton Ploeg on Bokondini Western
Dani; Herman Peters on Grand Valley Dani; Anwas Iskandar on the Grand
Valley Dani; Herman Lantang on the Southern Dani; Myron Bromley on Grand
Valley and Southern Dani; and Klaus-Friedrich Koch on the closely related
Jale. A history of research in the greater Dani region appears as Appendix I.

Culturally and linguistically we may describe the people of the Dugum Neigh-
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borhood as Central or Mid-Grand Valley Dani. It may be useful to point out
a few factors that have particular influence on the people of the Dugum. Their
position on the edge of the Grand Valley, near an important brine pool, gives
the Dugum people several advantages over their neighbors living along the
Balim River in the center of the valley. Since the neighborhood includes both
valley floor and the slopes of the valley wall, the Dugum Dani have both bottom
land and slope gardens. Also they have ready access to the high forest, where
they can easily obtain wood and vines for construction, fibers for strings,
pandanus nuts, and many other products which are scarce and difficult to come
by in the deforested center of the Grand Valley. The brine pool is less than
an hour's walk away, and the path lies (or did until 1966) through allied
confederations, so salt is readily available and is extensively used for trading with
other, less fortunate groups. Further, the Dugum Dani have ready access and
close relationships with the people of the Central Jalemo region, three days
through the high forests to the east, from whence come valuable woods,
feathers, furs, and shells. Also, the Dugum Dani flelds are not subject to the
periodic devastation caused by the flooding of the Balim River. While the
floods can sometimes cause famine along the Balim itself, there is no indication
that the food supply of the Dugum is ever threatened.

LANGUAGE

The Dani are Papuans. Until recently this was a category formed by intuition
and filled by default. All cultures in New Guinea and the eastern islands not
Melanesian divisions of Austronesian in race and culture, and especially language,
were called Papuan, or non-Austronesian.

New linguistic evidence primarily from work with East New Guinea lan-
guages points to the linguistic reality of Papuan. Wurm considered nearly all
the languages spoken in the Highlands Districts of East New Guinea to belong
to a single phylum, the East New Guinea (Micro-) Phylum and about 96 per
cent of all Highlands people to belong to one stock, the East New Guinea
Highlands stock (1964:77). On the basis of a grammar for the Western Dani
dialect spoken in Bokondini, just to the north of the Grand Valley, Wurm
^considers Dani closely related to the Stock (1964:91). Foliowing Bromley
(1967), there appears to be a single West New Guinea (Micro-) Phylum consist-
ing of four language families: (1) Wissel Lakes-Kemandoga Language Family
(including Kapauku or Ekagi, Woda, and Moni); (2) Uhunduni-Amung Lan-
guage Family; (3) Dem Language Family; and (4) Greater Dani Language Family.

The Greater Dani Language Family includes the Wano Subfamily; the Ngalik-
Nduga Subfamily (spoken by the Jale in the Jalemo and the "Pesegem" to the
south of the Grand Valley); and the Central Dani Subfamily. The Central Dani
Subfamily includes the Western Dani language and the Grand Valley Dani
language. The people of the Dugum Neighborhood speak a dialect of the Grand
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Valley Dani language which corresponds closely to Bromley's Mid-Grand Valley
dialect.

"Dani" is a convenient term, but like so many such names, somewhat inappro-
priate. The Dani themselves have only recently begun to use the name, and
the group referred to by the name is a linguistic group and not in any sense a
political or social unit.

The origin of the name Dani is uncertain. It may be derived from the Moni
or Uhunduni term Ndani, which they use for the Western Dani who live to
the east of them. Van Nunen (1966:45) has suggested that it may be related
to the Moni term ndao (stranger), while Bromley says that it "is derived from
bilingual mispronunciation of the Western Dani indigenous term Laany for the
Western Dani language" (1967:297n). ("Lani" is a Grand Valley sib name.)
Ndani was used instead of Dani in some of the earlier literature. In fact, a
better term for them would probably have been aguni, the word for people in
many dialects. However, the term Dani is by now well established and there seems
to be no reason not to use it. (It is, of course, conceivable that the Dani them-
selves will come to prefer some term of their own, in the way that the Ekagi
now use that name rather than Kapauku, the more familiar but foreigner's name
for them.)

DANI PREHISTORY

The problem of reconstructing Dani history is immense. Neither the Dani
nor their neighbors had any written records, and they share the general New
Guinea highlanders' indifference to oral historical traditions. Archaeological re-
search should eventually produce some general indications of the Dani past, but
elsewhere (Heider 1967a) I have suggested that Dani remains are meager and
misleading to the archaeologist.

At first glance the very sophistication of Dani horticulture suggests that their
present culture has existed in the Grand Valley for a very long time. But
Watson (1965a, 1965b) has argued that the sweet potato-based Papuan cultures
reached the Highlands only recently. It may turn out that Dani culture as
pictured here has only existed for a century or two. Proceeding from the
hypothesis that the Dani represent an incomplete and perhaps recent shift from
nomadic hunting and gathering, I have speculated on functional grounds that
some aspects of Dani culture seem more suited to a previous, more mobile form
of culture than to their present state (cf. Heider 1967b).

CIRCUMSTANCES OF FIELD WORK (The Harvard Peabody Expedition)

The field work on which this study is based was carried out over twenty-
seven months in three periods during the 1960's. I first went to the Grand Valley
as a member of the Peabody Museum of Harvard University Expedition from
1961-1963 and in 1968 returned for a brief period with my wife, Eleanor R.
Heider.

The present study represents one part of the results of the Harvard Peabody
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Expedition. The expedition was organized and led by Robert G. Gardner,
Director of the Film Study Center of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University.
Gardner conceived of the expedition as the broad study of a small group, com-
bining the traditional anthropological approach with the literary layman's im-
pressions and the fullest possible use of modern recording instruments, still and
movie cameras, and the tape recorder.

All of these approaches have been tried and proven. There are innumerable
ethnographic accounts of tribal peoples; there are a few films, a few unobjec-
tionable laymen's accounts, extensive recordings of tribal music, and many
photographs. The Harvard Peabody Expedition was an attempt to focus all
these different approaches at once on the same small tribal group of people.

Gardner's own role in the expedition was the cinema, and his film Dead Birds
(1963) is in distribution. Peter Matthiessen, novelist and naturalist, has written a
journal account, "Under the Mountain Wall" (1962), of the same events of war
and peace which figure in the film. Michael C. Rockefeller was responsible for
recording all the sounds of Dani life and also did a major portion of the still
photography. After completing his part of the expedition, he undertook another
expedition to collect the Asmat art of the southwest coast of New Guinea for
the Museum of Primitive Art in New York, and it was there that he met his
tragic death. Samuel Putnam joined the expedition briefly to assist in the still
photography. Jan Broekhuijse, then a doctoral candidate in sociology and
anthropology from Utrecht University, who had served in the Dutch govern-
ment as District Officer in the Grand Valley and had some knowledge of the
Dani, was attached to the expedition. He introduced the expedition to Dani
culture and acted as interpreter, at the same time carrying out his own research
for his dissertation on the Dani. The writer, at the time a doctoral candidate in
the Department of Anthropology at Harvard University, also carried out an-
thropological research. This book represents an extensive revision of his dis-
sertation. Eliot Elisofon, a professional photographer and Research Assistant of
the Peabody Museum, joined the expedition for one month to assist with still
photography. Chris Verstecgh, government botanist at the Manokwari Experi-
mental Station who had first entered the Grand Valley with the Archbold
Expedition in 1938, spent a week with the expedition to identify the plants used
by the Dani.

The Harvard Peabody Expedition to New Guinea began to take shape in
the spring of 1960. Gardner had been making preliminary plans for an expedi-
tion and was approached by Rockefeller and Putnam, who expressed their
interest. At this time Dr. J. V. De Bruijn, Director of the Kantoor voor Bevol-
kingszaken (Bureau of Native Affairs) of the Government of Netherlands New
Guinea, visited Harvard and invited Gardner to do his field work in Netherlands
New Guinea.

During the next year, while preparations for the expedition were going on
in America, Broekhuijse was relieved of his administrative duties so he could
carry out preliminary survey work for the expedition.

At that time Broekhuijse determined that the Gutelu area would be the most
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favorable in the Grand Valley for research because of its relative isolation from
the influences of government and missionary activity. However, when he visited
the northern part of the area and attempted to set up a long-term camp, the
people asked him to leave.

Broekhuijse then turned to the southern Grand Valley, to a region called
Minimo, closer to the main government post at Wamena. With the help of the
policeman Abududi, the son of an important man of the Minimo area, Broek-
huijse was able to spend three profitable months gaining basic knowledge about
the Dani culture which would be of help to the expedition. In 1958 Abududi
had been one of the first Dani to be recruited into the police force. He knew
some Indonesian, and although he tended to project his own southern Grand
Valley dialect and culture into his explanations of events in the midvalley area,
he played a major role in the success of the expedition.

In February 1961 Gardner arrived in New Guinea to begin the main work of
the expedition. Together with De Bruijn and Broekhuijse, he discussed the local
situation in the Grand Valley with the government and missionary personnel,
and it was determined to make another attempt to get in to the Gutelu region.

This time Gardner and Broekhuijse, with the policemen Nawas and Abududi
and Abududi's wife, Wamamogen, who was also a Dani, entered the southern
Gutelu region from the Christian and Missionary Alliance post at Tulem. The
small party was met at the frontier by the warriors of the Gutelu, and there
was some discussion about whether or not to receive the strangers. Um'ue, an
important man of the Wilihiman-Walalua Confederation, seeing that this intru-
sion might be turned to his advantage, offered the group camping ground near
his villages.

A temporary camp was established on the Anelatak Ridge. The area seemed
ideal for the field station. A small grove of araucaria, a placed called Homuak, at
the foot of the Dugum hill, was decided upon for an expedition campsite. It had
the advantage of excellent water; it was uninhabited and large enough to absorb
the camp of six or eight tents without disrupting life as thoroughly as it would
have had the camp been pitched in a Dani compound.

After a week Gardner left, followed two weeks later by the rest. Rockefeller
and I arrived in New Guinea in March 1961. Expedition equipment which
had been shipped from Boston the previous November, together with canned
and dried food bought in Hollandia, capital of Netherlands New Guinea, was
flown into Wamena, the chief government and missionary settlement in the
Grand Valley, some ten kilometers south of the Dugum.

On April 1, 1961, the camp at Homuak, in the center of the Dugum area, was
set up. The expedition was now augmented by Jusup Kakiay, an Ambonese
from Sorong, who served as cook and later made a collection of bird skins for
Dr. S. Dillon Ripley, then of the Peabody Museum of Yale University. The
supplies were brought by boat from Wamena, a trip of a couple of hours up
the Balim and the Aikhe rivers, and then by a twenty-minute walk from the
head of the Aikhe River.
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In mid-April 1961 Matthiessen arrived for a four-month stay in the Dugum

area. Elisofon joined the expedition for the month of May. In June and July,
Rockefeller left the Grand Valley to spend several weeks, accompanied by
Putnam, on his first trip among the Asmat peoples of the south coast, collecting
art for the Museum of Primitive Art in New York. They returned to the High-
lands in early August, and Putnam spent that month with the expedition. At
the end of August 1961 the other members of the expedition left the Grand
Valley and I stayed on in the Dugum. In June 1962 Gardner made a two-week
visit to the Dugum.

I spent twenty-six months in the Dani area during two periods: eighteen
months from April 1961 to October 1962, and eight months from April until
early December 1963. During most of this time, about twenty-two months, I
lived in the Dugum Neighborhood, but I also visited the Konda Valley, the
Pass Valley, the Gilugui Valley, and every week or two went to Wamena.
During the intervening six months in 1962-1963 I returned to Harvard to catch
my breath and work over my field notes. In July 1968 my wife and I spent
six weeks in the Grand Valley. We lived at the Roman Catholic Mission post at
Jibiga, an hour's walk from the Dugum Neighborhood.

The expedition numbered at various times up to ten people, so to disturb
local life as little as possible, a tent camp was pitched in Homuak, a few
moments' walk away from three settlements. An important trading path led
through the grove, and people from different areas had ready access to the
camp. The major part of our food was imported in cans, but vegetables,
bananas, and firewood were bought from the local people, usually for small
amounts of salt or a shell or two.

After the others left, I Consolidated the tent camp and continued to live in
Homuak. However, toward the end of the first year the tents were beginning
to rot, and Um'ue encouraged me to build a house at his compound of Wuba-
kaima and move there. By then I feit a need for closer, more continuous contact
with one compound. A house with sides of plaited bamboo and mosquito netting
and a thatched roof was built in Wubakaima by the men of the Neighborhood,
and there I lived for the fïnal fourteen months of my field stay (cf., PI. 45).

In 1968 we lived in a mission building at Jibiga, part of the small settlement
which included a mission school, airstrip, first aid station, and police, military,
and government posts just a few minutes' walk from the large Dani settlement
of Jibiga, where Gutelu and other important men of the region lived.

The Grand Valley was not physically difficult. In 1968 we did suffer a series
of minor ailments, but during the first two years I had remarkably good luck
in this respect; and even during wartime there was never any real danger to
our lives.

Although the Dugum Dani live only a couple of hours from four airstrips
with their mission and government stations, in the early 1960's they had had
relatively little contact with outside influences. The war frontiers made much
travel tantamount to suicide, and even travel into a friendly area was potentially
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dangerous. These restrictions never applied to us, and we moved freely across
all boundaries. During the first five months the expedition used a motorboat to
bring supplies and mail to within twenty minutes of the camp. While I was
alone I walked into Wamena, a two- to four-hour walk depending on the
wetness of the trails, every ten days or two weeks to piek up supplies and mail
and to spend the night in the small prefabricated settlement.

INFLUENCF, OF THE EXPEDITION

Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle in vulgarized form is applicable to ethno-
graphic field work. It suggests that the observer alters the observed; that the
closer one tri es to observe, the more change one effects in the subject of
observation. Even a single ethnographer is bound to cause some disturbance in
the ethnographic situation. An expedition of ten people will necessarily cause
more disturbance in the local situation. Since this influence is one of the prime
factors determining the validity of the data, it is necessary to at least attempt
to evaluate it.

Direct economie influence was especially obvious. Although the Dani them-
selves were not accustomed to direct buying of goods or services with a Standard
currency, they had no trouble or hesitation in accepting our use of cowrie
shells and salt as money. Vegetables, especially sweet potatoes, were bought for
the expedition table. People were paid for carrying supplies from the boat
landing to the camp. The expedition contributed to the debasement of the
cowrie shell relative to other goods such as pigs and nets which we did not
provide. This debasement had been going on for several years as a result of the
government and missionary posts in the Grand Valley, and especially at Wamena
where several different government agencies and missionary groups were com-
peting for the relative scarcity of food, firewood, and services. Dubbeldam
(1964) has described this process in the Wissel Lakes to the west. Some indica-
tion of the Grand Valley situation is hinted at by the figures for the cowrie shell
exchange value in 1938 given by Archbold. Then ten kilograms of sweet potatoes
could be bought for one "average" cowrie shell, and "6-10 good ones would
purchase an ordinary pig" (Archbold, Rand, and Brass 1942:253). Twenty-five
years later I could buy one or two sweet potatoes for a shell, and it was impos-
sible to buy a pig for cowrie shells at all. However, it is not very meaningful
to speak of inflation of the basic subsistence part of the economy. The Dani
produces all the goods he needs to live on. The cowrie shell serves decorative
and religious functions. It plays a central role in the Dani ceremonial life, but
only when sewn on the knitted bands used in ceremonial exchange. The pro-
duction of the shell bands is limited by the time necessary to knit the band.

Other trade goods used by the expedition were Nassa (snail) and Cymbium
(bailer) shells and, especially toward the end of my stay in 1963, quantities of
iron and steel axes, knives, and machetes. The actual changes in the way of
life made by these introductions seemed surprisingly slight.

On the other hand, the fact that most of the expedition goods were being
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funneled into a relatively small area certainly influenced the balance of political
power in the Gutelu Alliance and perhaps beyond. The success of Um'ue and
then Weteklue in gaining control over the expedition resources gave them a
great edge in the struggle for political power which was politely being waged
within the alliance and perhaps contributed to the temerity shown by Weteklue
and Sula when in May 1961 they withheld battle trophies from Gutelu and in
November 1963 actually tried to force the ebe akho ceremony through over
Gutelu's head. (This is described in more detail on p. 78).

To what extent did the expediton influence the immediate daily life of the
Dani? We shall never know, of course. The ideal anthropologist can become
invisible at will in order unobtrusively to watch events. Lacking this skill, we
can only watch and speculate. It is my best judgment that our presence had a
minimal effect on the Dani. It was extremely easy to fade into the background
of an event. When an event got under way, we were usually thoroughly
ignored. We were just there. We were never specifically excluded from observ-
ing any event, but we were rarely told about an event beforehand. Apparently
little was concealed, but certainly little was pointed out.

This raises the question of the relationship between the expedition and the
Dani. Quite simply, we were just accepted. We were never "initiated into the
tribe" or even "considered just one of them." Our status, at least at the begin-
ning, was neutral; friendly, but above all neutral. In battles we were not shot
at by either side; between battles we could travel through enemy country
without being suspect; in even the most sensitive religious ceremony we did
not need to be purified. A radio was a mild curiosity at first, but even that was
soon ignored. Besides the regular trade goods, our flashlights, matches, mirrors,
and umbrellas were appreciated and coveted for their obvious utility. We never
explained the function of cameras, or showed them pictures of themselves, but
this would probably have had no effect.

The Dani are above all a pragmatic and satisfied people. Those aspects of
our technology which were of use to them, such as steel axes or wooden
matches, were traded for; the rest ignored. Our presence was interesting and
even beneficial, but no Dani ever asked, "Why are you here, what are you
doing?" This attitude was reported by the first explorers to contact the Dani.
Wirz describes (1924:37) the calm with which the Swart Valley Western Dani
took the coming of the 1920 expedition, and a similar attitude was noted in
1938 by the Archbold expedition, which was the first expedition to enter the
Grand Valley. As they descended into the Grand Valley, they walked

through many more villages and across acres of highly cultivated fields. Here the
natives seemed to take our party for granted. Some stood by and watched the long
line of carriers file by, while others, digging in the gardens of rich black earth, did not
even look up. (Archbold, 1941:336)

I am often asked if I liked the Dani. The answer to this question is a com-
plicated yes. I liked many individuals, particularly Um'ue and his family. But
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we were never friends in the usual Western sense of that term. They never
understood why I was doing what I was doing, and I was always conscious of
the f act that I was using them as my subjects and that the more they revealed
themselves to me, the more important it was to record their words. To them I
represented outside power, and they always overestimated the influence which
I had with the Dutch and Indonesian governments. In 1968, when Um'ue was
maneuvering to hold a pig feast apart from Gutelu, both sides tried to enlist
my support, and only by living in the mission and government post of Jibiga
could I maintain any sort of neutrality. Finally, I must admit that I did not
really empathize with much of Dani culture. Although I was close to individuals
and was excited by the theoretical problems which emerged from the study of
their culture, the culture itself deemphasized aesthetics and intellectuality and
emphasized war, farming, and pigs in reverse proportion to which I value those
aspects of my own culture.

Although our relations with the Dani were excellent, during the first months
our activities were misunderstood by some government and mission personnel.
We had assumed that anthropology in general and the goals of our expedition
in particular were familiar to the Europeans in the Grand Valley. Unfortunately,
during the months before we arrived this information had not traveled beyond
the capital at Hollandia, and we arrived in the Grand Valley preceded by more
rumors than information. Assuming that what we had told Hollandia had been
passed on to the Grand Valley, we proceeded directly to our field camp. In
retrospect we might have spent a few more days in Wamena explaining our-
selves, but at the time we did not feel the necessity for it. We sought out the
most untouched part of the Grand Valley—that is, where warfare was still going
on—and did not identify ourselves with either government or missions. Our desire
for neutrality between the forces of change and the Dani was misinterpreted,
and we were suspected of encouraging warfare in order to make a film. We had
not encouraged warfare, but neither had we tried to end it. A political storm
blew up that reached even The Hague. We were investigated and exonerated,
but it was some months before relations with government and missionary per-
sonnel became really cordial.

In a sense, the anthropologist is in an untenable situation. In order to under-
stand war and ritual he must be a neutral observer. But in a situation like the
Grand Valley in 1961, when most Europeans and Americans were working to
change the Dani way of life, it was difficult to explain this neutrality to either
the Dani or the outsiders. No matter what we said or did not say, our mere
interest in an activity which other outsiders were trying to suppress seemed to
give support to the Dani and to work against the activities of change.

The moral of this incident is simply that an anthropologist has the respon-
sibility to establish rapport not only with the people he is studying but also
with the outsiders living in the area.
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KNOWLEDGE OF THE DANI LANGUAGE

Someone has written that the true test of fluency is to be able to understand
an overheard argument between two brothers. By this criterion I was never
fluent. Broekhuijse and Abududi were able to help me with the language at first,
but when they left the lack of bilinguals removed the temptation to rely on
interpreters and I used the Dani language exclusively. After the first few months
my control of the Dani language grew to the point where I was able success-
fully to handle controlled conversations.

The only linguistic data we had before arriving in the Grand Valley were
some taped and transcribed words and phrascs kindly furnished by the Christian
and Missionary Alliance (CAMA). Once in the Grand Valley we were led
astray by the simplified Police Dani developed by the Dutch and coastal New
Guinea government men. Unlike such people as the French, the Dani seem to
have no chauvanistic investment in the proper speaking of their language. They
were quite willing to speak the simplified Dani and in fact learned it much
faster than we did. I suspect that they either feit we were not capable of
learning their language or that it was much simpler for them to learn our version.

This simplified language of course created great problems for the field
worker. The cultural nuances possible to express by the highly inflected verb
forms—van der Stap has estimated (in a personal communication) 1,680 different
forms for most verbs—are obliterated by the use of one form for all situations,
as in Police Dani. (Significantly, this is the present singular imperativc.) Also
the vocabulary is condensed into a few key words with quite an uncontrollable
range of meaning which hardly reflects the complex reality. And finally, since
this simplified Dani was developed in the Wamena region where the Southern
Valley dialect is spoken, many of the words are different from those used in the
Mid-Valley dialect spoken in the Dugum area. This Dani is indeed a primitive
language, as pointed out by a recent explorer (Harrer 1963:30). He did not
realize, however, that he was speaking of Police Dani rather than the language
actually spoken by the Dani.

Van Nouhuys, who wrote the first ethnographic description of any Dani
group on the basis of only four days' contact with the Pesegem Southern Dani
in 1909-1910, suspected that the Dani did not actually use the word for sweet
potato for the verb "to eat," but had simply taken over the expedition's misuse
of it (1913a:253).

Simplified Dani is better than nothing, however, and I used it unwittingly
until, after being in the field for nine months, I was given a grammar of the
Southern Valley dialect prepared by P. van der Stap. Then I was able to begin
systematically to learn Dani grammar, albeit that of a slightly different dialect.
A few months later iVlyron Bromley of the CAMA gave me a grammar for the
Mid-Valley dialect prepared in English. During the rest of my stay in New
Guinea I struggled to overcome the bad speaking habits learned in the first few
months. With great effort I was able to convince the people of the Dugum
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that I really wanted to learn the proper Dani, and a few would sometimes try
to correct my grammar and vocabulary. Normal spoken Dani is very fast, and
many phonemes tend to be slurred over. This makes accurate transcription diffi-
cult; and there were several phonemes which I never did control.

In the four and a half years between my second and third trips I had little
opportunity to use Dani, and the prospects for a return trip were so uncertain
that I spent little time reviewing the language. But to my great surprise, within
a couple of weeks of my return in 1968 my knowledge of the language revived
and my command of it was nearly as good as it had been five years before.

FIELD APPROACH

By far the greatest part of my time during the first twenty-six months of
field work was spent in observation and recording. Sometimes this was at a
ceremony or other event; usually it meant simply sitting in a house or garden,
watching. Most of this observation was done in the Dugum Neighborhood.

I sometimes questioned informants systematically but with relatively little suc-
cess. Until very recently there has been no other culture with which the Dani
could compare their own culture. It may be that the long isolation of the
Dugum Dani, the fact that they never came into contact with other cultures
or other languages, is an important factor in this apparent lack of introspection.
Also, they do not make their culture explicit in teaching it to their children.
As we shall see later, there are no schools, no formal instruction, no wise old
men sitting around relating the lore of the group. Children learn their culture
primarily by observation and rarely through verbalized instruction. Thus, while
I had unusually free opportunity to observe the events of Dani culture, I was
unusually handicapped in eliciting formal statements about the culture.

The bulk of my formal questioning sessions in 1961-1963 was spent with
Um'ue, an important man of middle age of the Wilil sib. But very little of the
data here relies solely on Um'ue's testimony, and that which does is so noted.
Most of the data presented here have been checked over by observation, by
the use of informants in the informal settings of their homes, or conversations
held with them at different places.

In 1968 I administered formal questionnaires on ethnocentrism to four men
(cf. Le Vine and Campbell 1965) and Eleanor R. Heider administered psycho-
logical tests on numbers, colors, and emotion terms to several hundred people.

We plan to return to the Dani in 1970 to pursue in a more rigorous manner
some of the unresolved problems which were turned up by the earlier research.
In retrospect I realize how unfocussed and inefficiënt my first field work was.
I would not want to proceed that way again myself, and I doubt that I would
encourage others to try it. But this broad approach to field research did con-
tribute to the holistic viewpoint which I have used in describing and analyzing
the Dani.

In returning to the Dani I have violated the anthropological norm of doing
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research in a second culture as soon as (or even before) one's basic work on
the first culture is written. In my own case, so many specific and general prob-
lems arose from the first work that it seemed most sensible to follow them up
among the people who had generated the problems and whose language and
culture I already knew. The efficiency of this strategy is considerable, and
many months of ethnographic and linguistic groping have been by-passed. And,
of course, I was able to gather information in 1968 which necessitated a drastic
revision of my earlier work, especially on Dani warfare. Every field worker
must expect and hope to be challenged and corrected by later investigators,
but it is good when one can be one's own first revisor.





PART I





SUBSISTENCE

EACH family or compound, provided that it includes both a man and a woman,
is relatively independent in terms of the subsistence economy, which is
based on intensive sweet potato gardening and pig husbandry. Although

there are spare-time specialists, they do not possess exclusive and necessary
knowledge not available to other members of the community. The Dani of the
Dugum trade mainly for nonessential, ornamental, or ritual objects, and for finer
examples of materials which are available close at hand, such as fibers or wood.
The only important exceptions are adze and axe blades, which must be imported.
But otherwise the demands of the basic economy can be satisfied by the woods,
gardens, or brine pool close at hand. However, the accessibility of these resources
depends on the state of peace. The people of the Dugum have easy access to
both field and forest, but the brine pool lies in the territory of a neighboring
confederation, and their access to it depends on the condition of their relations
with that confederation. To this extent the basic economy of the household may
be considered dependent on the state of the larger group.

In contrast to the apparent economie independence of the family or com-
pound, one is struck by the great extent to which the Dani is involved in the
multiple social ties of his gregarious culture, expressed especially in the cere-
monial exchange system and in the fighting patterns.

DIVISION OF LABOR

The only major divisions of labor follow the lines of sex and age. Individual
importance or talents make very little difference in a person's normal range of
activities. Men's work tends to be either concentrated spurts of heavy physical
labor or else light craft work which can be done casually at the man's con-
venience, often at the same time he is visiting and gossiping with his friends.
Women's work is likely to be long, tedious, and lonely.

Both the heaviest and the finest work is done by men. Cutting wood, shaping
tools, construction, and the digging and maintenance of the garden ditches are
done exclusively by men. Men also weave the shell bands and plait the fine
women's skins.

Even though most women have lost all but two or four fingers as funeral
sacrifices, they make carrying nets and ceremonial nets; they also harvest vege-
tables. Men tend to do the heavy garden work, such as breaking the soil, while
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women usually do the planting, weeding, and cooking and have most of the
responsibility for children and pigs. Otherwise, work may be done by either
men or women.

Children participate in most work chores and by the age of ten may be given
the care of household pigs and babies during the day. However, these responsi-
bilities are often a point of conflict, and a child may move from his parents'
household into another household because he feels he has been given too much
work to do.

There is no full-time specialization among the Dani, other than in terms of
age or sex, although certain people are noted for special skills at certain jobs
and their help is often requested by others. As spare-time specialists, they may
receive minor compensation. Some men are especially good at making arrow tips
or removing arrow tips from wounded men or performing bleeding operations
or leading ceremonies as an ab wisakun (male-curing specialist). Some women
are known as he phatphale (female-curing specialist) or as midwives, and some
are said to know how to perform abortions.

MOVEMENT OF GOODS

Movement of goods within the Dani social network may be considered under
four headings: casual gifts moving within close circles of friends and neighbors;
ceremonial exchange or presentation; trade; and legal restitution.

CASUAL GIFTS

Among the members of a single compound and even among close friends of
different compounds there is fairly free giving and taking of minor items and
usage of major items. Since ownership is clearly recognized, this is not some
vague communal ownership but rather lightly held individual title. In part
this may be considered hospitality, as when casual visitors are offered baked
sweet potato or tobacco. Both potatoes and tobacco can be clearly traced as
the property of one man or woman from the time of planting, through prepa-
ration, up to the point of consumption. But both food and tobacco are offered
to whomever happens to be present in a compound at mealtime.

Small items such as feathers or a new penis gourd are often given on request,
with no thought of repayment, although if the object is not consumed it may
be returned to its original owner. Even the use of more valuable items such as
tools or garden land is frequently transferred or loaned without ceremony
or restitution.

CEREMONIAL EXCHANGE

Most circulation of goods takes place within the sphere of ceremonial ex-
change. This occurs primarily at various stages in the funeral and marriage
ceremonies (see pp. 150-2).
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RESTITUTION

Restitution constitutes a minor but steady means of circulation of goods (see
pp. 150-1).

TRADE

Numerous ancient trails connect the Grand Valley Dani with Dani groups
in neighboring areas. Small groups of men, women, and children laden with
goods often niake trips of several days through the high forests to other valleys
where they have friends and relations with whom they can live while they
exhange goods. The Dani have neither regular markets nor professional traders,
but most people make at least one long trading trip every few years. Major
trading areas are shown on Map 1.1 (p. 26).

The full extent of the trade network in the New Guinea Highlands is not
yet known, but it is impressive. No cultural group has been found anywhere
in the Highlands which did not have at least two kinds of ocean shells, the
cowrie (Cypreae) and the snail (Nassa).

We can view the trade in New Guinea as flowing along the strands of a vast
network of social relationships. It seems likely that every valley in the High-
lands is part of this network, but it is also likely that some branches of the
network are much more active than others. It may even be possible to describe
spots of exceptional network activity as regional trade areas, or trade pools.
Because my own research was limited to one area, I do not have the perspective
necessary to recognize such trade pools. Some individual objects move in clearly
defined areas, though. Adzes are a prime example of this. Adze blades from the
Nogolo Basin quarry circulate eastward through the Grand Valley to the
Jalemo, and although the Jalemo also gets adzes from the Star Mountain region
further to the east, these Star Mountain blades do not come into the Grand
Valley, even though there are trade connections between the Jalemo and the
Grand Valley. The fact only emphasizes the importance of dealing with trade
as a network of social relationships and not just in terms of what goods may
happen to move or not move along the network.

The Grand Valley Dani trade extensively with the people to the northeast,
in the various valleys of the Jalemo; on the west, they have trade connections
with the Western Dani on the Upper Balim River and through them with the
Dani groups of the Swart (Konda) and other rivers draining to the north (Map
1.1, p. 26 and Map C.2, p. 299). The Western Dani border on the west with the
Uhunduni and Moni peoples, who in turn have close contact with the Ekagi
(Kapauku), living around the Tigi-Paniai (Wissel) Lakes.

Highland trading is relatively short range. Objects are traded from hand to
hand and from valley to valley. Each group has trading relations with neigh-
boring groups, and trading parties move back and forth between neighboring
groups. But few people make really long-range trading trips that pass through
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MAP 1.1
TRADING RELATIONS OF THE DUGUM NEIGHBORHOOD

several different populations. It would be rare for an Ekagi to reach the Grand
Valley on a trading trip. Undoubtedly the constant warfare inhibits long-range
trade, for such traders would have little security beyond familiar territory.

There are, however, trade routes that cross long stretches of uninhabited and
oftcn very high country. Between the Grand Valley and the Central Jalemo
are two or three days of uninhabited forest, and the route past Trikora
Mountain (Wilhelmina Top) between the lower and upper Balim is said to take
many days over the high plateau area.

The major items traded are stone, salt, and forest products. Stone for axes
and adzes is from what seems to be the only quarry in the area, lying in the
Nogolo Basin. Salt from the few brine pools scattered throughout the area is
rare enough to be an important trade item. Forest products, such as woods,
fibers, furs, and feathers are traded from thinly populated valleys to those
where dense population has overexploited the forests.

The Dugum Dani have significant trading advantages over their neighbors
only in respect to salt, for they have ready access to the important brine pool
of Iluekaima. Those areas which do not have the advantages of quarry, forest,
or brine, must rely on pigs for their trade items.
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Trading Friend. There is often a special relationship between two men in

different areas. This seems to have none of the formal aspects of the trading
partner, which has been described from elsewhere in New Guinea (for example,
Mead 1938:321 ff). The term atek is used as both term of address and refer-
ence by both men, and it resembles kin terms in having a plural form (atugui).

These trade friends do not necessarily have any traceable kin tie; theirs seems
to be simple friendship with the practical advantage of providing a man with a
base when visiting a neighboring area. Men of the Dugum Dani may have one
or more atugui in the Jalemo and even in various regions of the Grand Valley
itself.

lntra- and Interregional Exchange. Although there is a great deal of circula-
tion of goods within a local area, it is primarily in the context of ritual exchange
at funerals and secondarily in the form of more casual gifts and loans between
friends. Circulation of this type is what Mauss called "prestation" (1925); it
involves delayed exchange and has considerable effect on social solidarity in
terms of ties and obligations formed by as yet-unreturned gifts.

Interarea trade is in the form of direct exchange, and although some social
ties are established, especially in the form of the trading friend relationship, it
is basically different from the intraarea exchange.

It is not possible to exactly define the area, but most prestation takes place
within the confederation and most trading between alliances.

The Dugum Neighborhood: Surplus and Scarcity. The major surplus item
used in trade by the Dugum Dani, and indeed, by all those in the Gutelu Alli-
ance, is salt from the Iluekaima brine pool, an hour's walk from the Dugum
in the territory of Gutelu's Dloko-Mabel Confederation.

Although there are a couple of poor brine pools in the southern Grand
Valley of the Balim, the only other major pool in any Dani area lies f ar to the
west, in the country of the Western Dani. Thus the people around the Iluekaima
pool have an important monopoly on a valuable and necessary trade good.

The people of the Dugum préparé this brine as a bundie of hard ashy salt.
They may actually take the bundies to other areas, or they may simply keep
them on hand for trading to parties from elsewhere who come to their
compounds.

The Dugum Neighborhood borders on the flanking forests of the Grand
Valley, but these forests are regularly searched and hunted and are no longer
very productive for the large population of the Grand Valley. The raw mate-
rials of the forest are imported from other areas, mainly the Jalemo. Major
imports are various kinds of fibers from bushes, a thick bark cloth which is
picked into fibers for net making, and bamboo, used especially for knives and
containers. The most important imported wood is dlugu, a laurel (Lauracea ac-
tinodaphne), which is used for the light-colored fighting spears.

Also imported from the Jalemo are the feathers of the cassowary, various
birds-of-paradise, the cockatoo, parrot, and others; and the femur of the casso-
wary, which is used as a knife for splitting the red pandanus fruit.

Since the Dugum Neighborhood has only sandstones, limestones, and very
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rarely fiints, some stones must be imported, including blades for axes, adzes,
and chisels, all of which come from the Nogolo quarries; large flat slaty stones
used to exchange or sacred stones which come from the Jalemo; flint, from the
west across the Balim and upstream; and finally, river pebbles for hammer
stones, which are perhaps not actually imported but were often carried three
hours from the Wamena River when Dugum people accompanied me to the
government post at Wamena.

Certain manufactured goods are also imported by the Dugum Dani, notably
fine nets and arrow points. Nets from the Jalemo are particularly noted for their
coloring and nets with bright orchid fiber wound around the strings come
from the southern and the northern Grand Valley. They are common in the
Western Dani regions and may actually originate there.

Local nets are rarely as well made or colored and are practically never deco-
rated with orchid fiber, although it is available in the forests and used in the
women's skirts made by the Dugum men.

Likewise, arrows made locally are recognized by their simple barbs and lack
of incised decoration. Elaborate barbed and decorated arrows are usually from
the Jalemo or the Pass Valley.

In both these instances it is difficult to explain the Dugum Dani's apparent lack
of craftsmanship. Certainly the raw materials are available. Poor quality nets and
arrows are made, while better quality nets and arrows are desired and traded
for. Once one has acquired the basic skill of net weaving or arrow carving, it
would seem to be a minor step to the better kind. But the Dugum Dani do not
make this step.

Rappaport has made the very interesting suggestion that trade of this sort
has a sound ecological basis (1968:106). He points out that if trade were limited
to necessities, sak and adzes, it would be vulnerable to accidents of supply and
demand of these items alone. One area could get salt only when their trading
partners needed axes, and vice versa. But if the trade also involves a substantial
amount of perishable luxuries such as decorated nets and feathers, the trading
activity can be maintained on a high level despite the vagaries affecting the
more basic items.

It is significant that the people of the Dugum and the others of the Gutelu
Alliance are the producers of salt, which has unique properties: it is both a
necessity and, since it is rapidly consumable, it is in constant demand by others.
The one other item that might well be called a necessity for Highland life, the
stone adze blade, is not quickly consumed and so the demand for it is erratic.

If trade involved only salt and adzes, the people to the west and south of the
Gutelu, who have adzes but no salt, would be able to get salt only when some-
one in the Gutelu happened to need an adze blade. The people of the Jalimo,
•who need salt and adzes, would be in an even more unfavorable position. But
the people of the Gutelu desire the fine handicrafts and higher quality raw
materials of the other areas, and a brisk trade is maintained.

SHELLS. The Grand Valley Dani have three sorts of shells, the small snail
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shell (Nassa), the cowrie shell (Cypreae), and the large bailer, or moon shell
(Cymbium). Informants agreed that Nassa and cowrie shells came through the
Jalemo from the north and east and bailer shells came from the south and west.
Since 1909 expeditions have been entering the West New Guinea Highlands,
releasing considerable numbers of shells into the local economies, and thus creat-
ing at least temporary "sources" of shells. Also it is likely that the expeditions
unwittingly opened up many trade routes from the coasts into the Highlands.
The establishment of permanent government and missionary posts in the Wissel
Lake (Ekagi) area in the mid-1930's created an important source of shells which
may have affected some of the Dani areas and at least partly obliterated former
trade routes.

It is conceivable that at least some of the Cymbium shells came from an
eastern trade route. Many of the old, precontact Cymbium shells worn in the
Grand Valley have a perforation at the lower tip that is certainly not explainable
by any current Dani use. Some informants claimed that formerly women wore
these shells horizontally to hold up their breasts. Others said that before Euro-
pean contact, when there were not enough Nassa shells to make the long neck
strips on which the Cymbium shells are now mounted, men wore them simply
suspended from a neck string through a hole in the other end. However,
Blokdijk reported (in a personal communication) that Cymbium shells of this
sort worn by the people to the northeast of the Grand Valley, in the Ubrup-
Jaffi area south of Humboldt Bay, have such a hole at the tip for suspending
decorations.

Also, in the region from Western Dani to Kapauku, Cymbium shells are not
worn as long scooped plates, but are cut into small rectangular pieces, so it
does seem unlikely that the Dani shells could have moved unscathed and uncut
through the western area.

Circulation of some goods follows a stable regional trade gradiënt: sak always
moves away from the brine pool areas; furs and feathers always move away
from the heavily forested, thinly populated areas. But some items, especially
pigs, and secondarily adze blades, circulate in a more random manner, according
to temporary personal or regional conditions. Pigs are traded both to and from
the Jalemo by the Dugum Dani.

Jalemo. To the northeast of the Grand Valley lies a series of valleys drain-
ing down the northern slopes of the Central Highlands into the Idenburg
River, which meanders through the swampy Meervlakte, or Lake Plains. The
Dugum Dani call these collectively the Jalemo, and distinguish between the
Amenoko Jalemo, which is a day's walk to the north through the Pass Valley,
and which I call the North Jalemo; the Jalemo that is three days' walk to the
east, and which I call the Central Jalemo; and the Delok Jalemo, which I call
the South Jalemo, and which lies to the southeast and is so called because the
men wear delok, multiple bamboo waist hoops which serve as armor in battle
and noise makers in dance.

A major trail passes through the Dugum Neighborhood, under the Moun-
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tain Wall, into the Walilo-Alua area to the south and then runs east, leading
up the narrow side valley of the Solimo. Then leaving the population behind,
the trail crosses the ridges and finally drops into the Central Jalemo. To the
south is a route to the South Jalemo, and to the north trails lead out both the
Pass Valley and the Wodlo Valley into the North Jalemo (the upper Habli-
furi), where the people called Gem live.

This central trail leads from the Solimo to the Central Jalemo, where appar-
ently people are predominantly Grand Valley Dani, or closely related. Many
Grand Valley Dani live there, and several of the people in the Dugum Neigh-
borhood have gone to live there for a year or more. Most of the people of the
Dugum Neighborhood have atugui, or trading friends, in the Central Jalemo
and have been there on a trading trip at least once, and some go every few
years. There are no specialized traders, however.

The Jalemo valleys have much greater range in altitude than the Grand
Valley. Where they drop below about 1,200 meters sago grows, in addition to
the cultivated sweet potato. Women from the Jalemo are readily distinguish-
able in the Grand Valley by their dress, a thick brushlike bundie of gem, grass,
one in front and one behind. The few Jale women who have married into the
Grand Valley retain their distinctive skirts.

Because there is more forest, fewer people, and ready access to more varied
ecological zones, the Jalemo has many items that are scarce in the Grand Valley.
But there is considerable demand for sak in the Jalemo, so the people of the
Dugum, who are only an hour away from a large brine pool, can use salt as
their main trade item with the Jalemo people.

Western Dani. Trade connections between the Grand Valley and the Upper
Balim were the route by which hard adze blades were moved from their
quarry area in the Nogolo, north of the Upper Balim, into the regions to the
east.

At the upper, or northwestern, end of the Grand Valley there is a clear break
between speakers of Grand Valley Dani and speakers of Western Dani. The
most obvious trade connections lie along the Balim Valley itself. There are also
long-range trade routes which lead from the upper Balim over the high, un-
populated plateau past Lake Habbema, over the flanks of Wilhelmina Top
(Trikora), and enter the Grand Valley through the Bele or Wamena valleys,
or actually meet the westward-flowing Balim below the Grand Valley and
move back up it.

Larson has told (in a personal communication) of meeting Grand Valley
Dani at Ilaka who have used this route, spending twenty days or so away from
the village areas. The Archbold Expedition of 1938-1939 followed the trail on
the stretch between Habbema Lake and Wilhelmina Top, reporting that in
one spot it crossed a 3,800-meter pass and that the trail at places was worn
shoulder-deep into the ground.

In 1963 when visiting the Gilugui Valley, which lies some ten kilometers
below the Grand Valley, Denise O'Brien found that her Western Dani dialect,
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which was useless in the Grand Valley, was readily understood by the Gilugui
people because of their close trade connections over the high trail.

At least one important innovation, the hesilum dance, which has sexual over-
tones, spread from the Western Dani on the upper Balim to the Grand Valley
not simply downstream, but over the high route and then upstream into the
Grand Valley. Van der Stap, who observed its progress, reported (in a per-
sonal communication) that it was then stopped at Wamena by a district officer
who was concerned by its moral implications.

HORTICULTURE

CROPS

The staple food of the Dani is the sweet potato (hibiti). This accounts for
about 90 per cent of the Dani diet. The sweet potatoes fall into two major
categories: some have grayish or cream-colored meat, and others, called ex-
plicitly hibiti modla (light), have yellow to orange meat. The sweet potatoes
range in size from small ones fed to pigs to the large ones eaten primarily at
ceremonies and which may weigh as much as two kilograms. The tuber is
practically never eaten raw but is either roasted in the coals or steamed in the
steam pit. The leaf of the young vine is also eaten steamed and tastes somewhat
like spinach. However, those vines growing in the Neighborhood are ivusa,
taboo, and cannot be eaten. The leaves that are eaten in the Neighborhood come
from gardens along the Elogeta River.

Two other tubers are also eaten- taro (hom), a larger, drier tuber, and yam
(bain), a smaller tuber whose vines are trained up poles. Like the sweet potato,
yam and taro are both roasted and steamed. In neither case are the leaves eaten,
although the broad "elephant ear" leaf of the taro is used for wrapping bundies,
and by the men as a temporary head covering when working, or in bad rain
or hot sun.

Two plants are cultivated especially as greens but are not a staple part of
the diet: hela, a mallow, grown commonly near or in villages; and wendt, a pea
whose leaves and pods occur rarely in compound gardens. Both are steamed.

Ginger (hide) is the only vegetal condiment. It is grown in village gardens
and is eaten raw, often with salt or brine. A small cucumber (gilu), grown most
frequently in the hill gardens, is eaten raw, casually between regular meals.

Two closely related kinds of gourds are grown. One produces the long thin
fruit used for penis gourds. The other produces a squatter fruit used for water
flasks. Either of these may be steamed and eaten.

Tobacco (hanom), which is cured and smoked in a cigarettelike wrapper, is
usually grown in the compound gardens.

Banana is the only regularly cultivated fruit. It is grown exclusively in the
village gardens, where it grows tall and treelike, shading the houses and breaking
the force of the winds which often sweep up the valley from the south. The
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fruit of the banana is usually eaten raw but is occasionally roasted or steamed.

Practically the entire banana plant is utilized in some way. T h e dried outer

bark (gisakpel) is the universal wrapper. Soft and flexible, it makes small

envelopes for feathers or large bundies for pig meat or trade goods. T h e

packages are tied with a strip of the same bark. T h e t runk of the banana

plant may be cut into sections as a pillow or other support for a wounded or

sick person, and is used to make the frame for a corpse to sit in during the

morning of the cremation if the corpse is not laid in a chair in the yard. Th ick

segments of the t runk are peeled apart, dried, soaked in the brine of the salt

well, again dried, and finally burned to produce salty ash. Banana leaves are

also used as wrapping, in particular for bundies which are steamed. T h e y are

used at certain levels in the steam bundie to hold in the steam; they are used

as temporary rain hats or to keep rain from freshly butchered meat. T h e bud

of the fruit stalk is sometimes dragged around on a string by little girls, who

call it ivam-ivam, or pig-pig. Some kinds of bananas are taboo for one

moiety.

T h e trees of the daik pandanus, which yield a large red fruit whose juice is

eaten on tubers, are sometimes planted in village gardens. However , the daluga

and duge pandanus, which have nuts, g row wild in the forests. Each pandanus

tree is owned by a particular man and tended and eventually harvested by him.

As would be expected of a culture where agriculture is a major occupation

for the entire population, the vocabulary of agriculture is enormous. The re are

generic names for the fourteen different cultivated plants, and also specific names

for varieties of these plants:

sweet potato
taro
yams
(a mallow)
(a pea)

ginger
cucumber
gourd
tobacco
banana
red pandanus
nut pandanus
sugar cane
thick-stemmed

grass

Jpomoea batatas
Alocasia sp.
Dioscorea sp.
Abelmoschus manichot
Psophocarpus

tetragonolobus
Zingiber officinale
Cucumis satavis
Cucumis (?)
Nicotiana sp.
Musa sp.
Pandanacea
Pandanacea
Saccharum officinarum

Setaria palmifolia

hibiti
hom
bain
hela

wenali
hide
gilu
gijo
hanom
hagi
daik
duge, daluga
el

doa

Named
varieties

70+
21
13
1

4
1
2
2
9

16
1
2
8

18

It is difficult to account for the large number of names for sweet potato
varieties. It is well known that New Guinea Highland peoples have many names
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for sweet potato, and to some extent this is hardly surprising. Languages may
be expected to elaborate vocabulary in areas of special interests. Just as
Eskimos and skiers have several words for different sorts of snow, and Arabs
for different sorts of camels, so Dani have several words for sweet potatoes.

In 1968 I performed a simple experiment to see how consistently the terms
for sweet potato varieties were used. A woman who seemed unusually competent
was asked to name each tuber in a pile of several dozen. Twenty-eight different
kinds were found and labeled with numbers. Then four groups of two or three
women and girls were asked to name each of the twenty-eight sweet potatoes.
Although sometimes a group would momentarily disagree on a particular sweet
potato, in every case the disagreement was quickly resolved and a single name
firmly agreed upon. Earlier in a similar experiment I had used men and boys.
They had been often hesitant, carefully examining each tuber and sometimes
scratching into the flesh before making an identification. But the women were
confident and made their identifications on the basis of surface appearances alone.

So twenty-eight tubers were identified five times by the sweet potato specialists
in a culture which specializes in sweet potatoes. But these five groups were
unanimous on only five tubers; four of the five groups agreed on another five;
and eighteen tubers were identified with less consistency. So, although there
are more than seventy terms for sweet potatoes, they are used with considerable
imprecision. Even the figure of seventy is more a reflection of collective vocab-
ulary. Individual women seem to use only forty to fifty names. But it is hard
to explain even forty names. A few kinds of potatoes are recognized as tasting
especially good and a few as being only fit for pig food. If the different varieties
had different susceptibility to flood, drought, or disease, there would be an
obvious insurance value in growing a large number of varieties; and if the Dani
were aware of this, then names for the different varieties would be useful for
planning the planting. But they explicitly deny that the different varieties have
different susceptibilities; and in any case, as we have seen, the names are not
used consistently for the varieties. In short, the large number of names and
their use raise tantalizing questions about Dani language and horticulture.

TYPES OF GARDENS

Within the Neighborhood there are three main types of gardens: the extensive
ditched gardens on the low, level floor of the Grand Valley; the gardens at
the compounds; and the hill slope gardens. (Occasionally a few tubers or gourds
or ginger are grown in tiny plots by the watchtower shelters.)

Valley Floor Gardens (Plates 2, 3, 4). The flat gardens are the source of
most of the food. They are laid out in large low-lying level areas on the floor
of the Grand Valley stretching out in front of the villages. Through this area,
separating one group of gardens from the next, are several meandering, causeway-
like features. Geologically their origin is uncertain. They are called dom ake,
mountain tail. Ranging from twenty-five to one hundred meters broad and two
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to four meters above the level of the gardens, they are made of soil free of
stone or sand and support high grass and occasional bush. They are frequently
burned over so the grass cannot be used as cover for an enemy raid, but they
are not cultivated. Most of the watchtowers are situated on this high land, and
where it extends into no-man's-land it is the scène of battles. From the air they
resemble a pattern of streams that drain into the Aikhe River and the Balim, but
from the ground they are seen as the reverse of a stream bed, a raised flat-topped
ridge.

Below and between them lie the valley floor gardens, cut by a labyrinth of
ditches. The major erop of the fiat gardens is sweet potato; also taro, yam, and
very rarely, tobacco are planted here.

Compound Gardens. In the compound areas, crops are grown in three places:
the hagiloma, the banana yard between the inner and outer fences of the village
where bananas, sugar cane, gourds, and sometimes small amounts of the other
crops are planted; in the maikmo, the area inside the courtyard immediately
adjacent to the houses and fences, are grown taro, tobacco, and gourds. Some-
times small gardens of a few dozen square meters are cleared and fenced just
outside the entrance to the compound and grow tobacco, and sometimes mallow
and yam:

Slope Gardens (flate 5). The mountain gardens are on the hill slopes behind
the villages. These are classic slash-and-burn gardens, hacked out of the forest,
often with the skeletons of the larger trees left standing. Poles pegged to the
ground act as retaining walls. Here the same crops are grown as in the flat
gardens, but with more emphasis on taro and cucumber than sweet potato.

OWNERSHIP

In the flat garden areas a few men have vague residual rights over large areas
of land. This land is loaned without compensation to other men or women
who work a garden. Most men, some women, and even a few boys have such
gardens which are in practice their own, but the ultimate ownership of the
important man is recognized. This ownership usually passes from father to son.

Other, smaller pieces of land may be passed quite casually and without
compensation from one man to another. Disputes arising over land use are rare.

Women do much of the work in a garden owned by a male relative, husband,
son, or brother; women may also have a garden area of their own and call
their men to do the heavy work for it.

Although usage and harvesting rights are held by individuals, because of the
pattern of hospitality the produce from a particular garden will eventually be
eaten by many people outside the household of the person whose garden it is.

On the hill slopes, gardens are chopped from the forest. Ownership of these
hill slopes is much less clearly defined. It is said that a certain sib has control
of a certain mountain; in practice, the hill garden belongs to the man who
clears and works it. The only limitation is that a man would not attempt to



PLATE 3. Air view of gardens. Most beds have newly-planted sweet potato
mounds, and others are about to be planted.

PLATE 4. Air view of gardens. On the left, fallow land with traces of old
garden ditches; in the center, cleared land; at bottom, the soil has been turned,
and on the right are newly-planted beds.
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PLATE 5. Slope Garden. Men work on a large slope garden high above
the Valley floor.

PLATE 6. Terraced gardens on the lower Balim where, some 20 kilometers
below the Dugum Xeighborhood, the Grand Valley ends and the Balim River
cuts through a steep gorge.
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clear a garden in an area where he had enemies who might object to his presence.

Each person will have gardens in several different areas and in different stages
of development. Most adults have two or three active gardens in the flat area,
specialized village gardens, and often one or more strips in the hill area. In most
cases the garden areas of those living in the Dugum Neighborhood are in the
Neighborhood, but a number of people have gardens outside the Neighborhood,
in the Elogeta region. These latter are important as a source of sweet potato
leaves, for the leaves from the neighborhood gardens cannot be eaten because
of supernatural restrictions.

DIVISION OF LABOR

Three stages of the garden cycle are done exclusively by men: chopping the
heavier trees and shrubs in clearing, and fence building, both of which involve
the use of the adze, which is rarely handled by women; and the mudding and
ditch clearing. Women never enter the ditches, apparently because of super-
natural restriction.

The only task done exclusively by women is the harvesting. In theory, women
also do the planting (an unmarried man will ask a female relative of his to plant
his gardens); but in fact I often saw men planting.

Generally the men use the heavy digging stick to break the soil and women
use their own digging sticks to maintain the garden after it is planted, loosening
the crusted top soil, weeding, and thinning out the sweet potato vines. Men
and women often work in the same garden at the same time, but rarely do the
same job or even talk with each other. A group of men or a group of women
will talk freely, laughing and joking among themselves, but they almost never
sing.

No men in the Neighborhood are exempt from garden work. Even Weteklue,
the most important man of the confederation, whose name implies that he never
works, does work in gardens. (The people of the Neighborhood claim that
Maikmo, an important Himan on the Elogeta, and Gutelu, the most important
man of the alliance, do not work in gardens. However, in 1968 I saw Gutelu
doing garden work.)

JogO (CoOPERATIVE WoRK PARTY)

When a man has broken the soil of his garden, and just before or just after
the planting, the garden is smeared with mud dug from adjacent ditches. This
is usually done by a work crew (jogo) summoned by the man. The crew may
be as large as fifteen men and boys. About noon the wives or compound women
involved in the garden steam sweet potatoes and bring them for the workers
to eat. There is no other payment, but those who have worked for the man
are able to call the man to help with similar work on their own gardens. Such a
work crew is not a stable group. Rather, a man will call those living near him
and those with nearby gardens.
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VALLEY FLOOR GARDEN CYCLE

On the valley floor, gardens have at one time or another occupied all suitable
land. Perhaps half of this land at any one time lies fallow. To start a new
garden, the first step is to clear the cover, grass, bushes or small trees off the
old, fallow gardens. This work is done by men. First, with adzes, they chop
the trees and bushes near the base; then with heavy digging sticks they cut
the grass at the roots and dig out the roots of the trees and bushes.

If the garden approach is through other gardens, bridges over the ditches
will probably have to be rebuilt. Such garden bridges are temporary, maintained
only as long as the intensive work on the garden continues. Bridges usually are
simply logs thrown from bank to bank; occasionally they are supported in
the center by a crotched pole sunk in the mud of the ditch bottom, and some-
times a pole is stuck in the mud be§ide a bridge as a handhold when crossing.

The cleared vegetation is allowed to dry for a few days, then heaped together
and burned. The sod is broken and the top layer turned with the heavy digging
sticks. This is primarily men's work, although women often help, and may
involve a cooperative project (Plate 7).

Mudding may take place before and/or after the planting, and it is usually
done by a work crew. During the fallow phase of the garden cycle, the ditches
have filled up with a muddy mixture of washed off topsoil and rotting vegetal
material. This solution is put onto the garden beds to refertilize them and to
clear out the ditches. Some men stand in the ditches, up to their waist in water
and mud, cutting into the mud with the broad-bladed digging sticks and heaving
it onto the banks with their hands; other men or women on the banks then spread
this mud out evenly with their feet.

Planting is usually done by women, using a slender, short digging stick. A
small mound, about forty centimeters high, is scraped together; a shoot of sweet
potato vine, cut that morning from another mature vine, is then tucked into
the earth; two vines are usually planted per mound. Taro shoots, the tubers
having been cut off, are planted by making a shallow hole in the ground and
inserting the root. Taro is planted primarily on the edge of the ditch, above
the water level, though some taro may be planted in the mud of the ditch.

Mud is usually spread over the newly planted mounds. Then a few days
later, when the mud has dried and cracked, a woman with a light digging stick
breaks the soil. During the following months women make occasional visits
to the garden to dig up weeds or, when the vines grow large, to thin them out
by trimming off the ends of the vine creepers.

Harvesting continues over a period of several months. Usually a woman or
girl will stop at the garden on her way to another, prod in the mounds with
her thin digging stick seeking large tubers, and dig them up. When the harvesting
is finished, pigs are often let run in the gardens to eat the remaining small
tubers. These may be the pigs of the user of the garden or, by explicit agree-
ment, the pigs of someone else.
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PLATE 7. A cooperative work crew of men and boys open a garden, using
heavy fire-hardened digging sticks to turn the sod.

Now the field is let He fallow for some time. There is no Standard time of
fallow: some fields are reused when they have only been covered with high
grass; other fields, covered with small trees, are not opened although they are
in a safe area and owned by a man who is opening other fields with shorter
fallow time.

Although about half the ditched land in the Neighborhood is fallow at any
one time, it is all used. Most of the land in use between 1961 and 1963 was
fallow in 1968, and vice versa. Although I did not attempt to measure the
relations of carrying capacity of land to population, it appears that there is a
favorable balance and that the Neighborhood is neither underpopulated nor
overpopulated.

There is no Standard time or schedule for any of these operations; often the
field will be cleared, burned, dug up, and then simply let lie. Planting in particu-
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lar tends to be staggered even on the same plot. Often as the field is being
dug up a few taro and a few mounds of sweet potato are planted, usually
along the ditch; rarely is a single plot planted at once, but even in an area of
several dozen square meters the planting may continue in spurts over a peripd
of several weeks.

GARDEN DITCHES

Nowhere does the sophistication of Dani agriculture become more apparent
than in the system of ditches that interlace all the valley floor garden beds.
These ditches, filled with fertile mud and often standing water, constitute
some 20 to 40 per cent of the total flat garden area. Aerial photographs give
a good idea of the great extent of the ditch systems (Plates 2, 13). In some
parts of the Grand Valley garden ditches are laid out with great regularity, but
in the Dugum Neighborhood they wind and turn in labyrinthine fashion.

The ditches are rarely less than two meters broad, and often the main ditches
are five meters in breadth. Because of the muddy bottoms of the ditches in
use, the depth is hard to measure exactly, but often the head of a man standing
in a ditch does not reach above the adjacent garden bed.

Probably the ditches were originally dug to reclaim the land from the swamps
of the valley floor. In the southern corner of the Dugum Neighborhood this
process is still under way, and af ter peace was established in 1961 by the govern-
ment along the Widaia frontier, men of the Dugum reopened old gardens in
no-man's-land and pushed garden areas into the swampy Hetaie area. By 1968,
after several years of continuous cultivation, the garden beds in this area were
firm and dry.

The ditches also serve for both drainage and irrigation. During long periods
of rain the ditches collect the run-off and protect the sweet potato beds from
flooding somewhat. During dry periods the few streams that run into the
ditch systems can be channeled to bring some moisture to the sweet potato roots.

Probably the most important function of the ditches is fertilization. The
topsoil washed from the sweet potato beds, together with garden trash, sweet
potato vine cuttings, and the weeds growing in the ditches, combine to form
a rich mud deposit. When this mud is smeared onto the sweet potato beds at
the time of planting, it does much to restore and maintain the fertility of the
none-too-fertile soil.

GARDEN MAGIC

Some ceremonial activity relating to gardens is described elsewhere: the
"ghost bridge" structure to ward ghosts away from gardens (p. 138); the
various rituals designed to control rain (p. 214); and the mock garden battle
(p. 163). Other ritual activity, which is unique for gardens, is described below.

Cave-In Knots. Often when a new garden area with especially steep ditch
sides is finished, several reeds, with their leaves knotted, are planted in the
garden beds beside the ditches.
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Informants explain that these are to dry out the newly mudded walls of the

ditches so they will not cave in. One informant said the knotted reeds were
especially directed at a spirit named Domakei that lived in the ditch water and
would pull at the ditch walls.

Garden Arch. When a new garden area is opened or an old fallow area
reopened, an arch of saplings about 1.5 meters high is erected by the most
important man involved in the new garden at one edge of the area just before
the planting. A bundie of various kinds of grasses is put between the legs of
the arch and pinned to the ground by hoops of thin branches.

Although I often came across the arch itself, I never observed the ritual
involved in erecting it. However, one informant explained its symbolism: The
grass bundie constitutes a kind of home (ai) for the soul, or essence (akotakun),
of the sweet potato which is about to be planted. The grass is called al ega (al,
anus; ega, leaf) and corresponds in name and function to the grass laid under
a baby in a carrying net. When the ghosts and spirits come to look, they find
the akotakun in place, and they are satisfied; and the sweet potatoes grow large.
If the akotakun has no home, the sweet potatoes do not grow. Then as the
sweet potatoes grow their soul essence moves to the tubers themselves in the
gardens.

There is an obvious symbolic analogy between the baby in its grass-lined
net, which slowly develops a soul matter called edai-egen, and this description
of the sweet potato.

The garden arch, although similar in form to the funeral arch (p. 159),
resembles it functionally only to the extent that both are related to ghosts and
vaguely with food.

First Fruits. Near the garden arch a mound is prepared and many sweet
potato cuttings planted in it before the new garden beds themselves are planted.

The ritual involving the harvesting of this first produce was described by
one informant. Women dig up the tubers and steam them. The men eat the
largest, and the smallest are given to the women and pigs. These sweet potatoes
are called hibiti juguk, but they are also referred to as ninakoja, our mother,
because they feed people the way a mother does.

TOBACCO

Tobacco (hanom) is grown and cured primarily by men but is smoked by
both men and women. Nearly every adult Dani smokes. The only exception
are the senile men. Tobacco is usually grown in small fenced-in gardens in
or by the compounds, although rarely it is planted in the garden areas proper.

After the leaves are plucked they are brought into the house. The medial
vein is stripped at the tip but left attached at the basal end, and the leaves are
strung on short bamboo splints, several to a splint, and hung on a pole in a
house to dry for several days. Then they are taken down and laid on a broad
board, usually the door board; each leaf is laid out carefully to make a mass
of leaves; then these are kneaded, matted down with the palm of the hand
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and then with the feet (the man crouching over because of the low ceiling).
Then the mass is rolled up, starting at one corner and twisted tightly. It may
then be left as a long roll, or may be wound around a bamboo length to make
a coil and tied for a day or so. The roll is then wrapped in banana bark and
hung behind the fireplace for a few days to cure further.

Tobacco is made into cigarettes wrapped in one of various leaves, usually
a spurge, lisaniga (Euphorbiacea Acalypha, sp.) gathered in the forest and
dried in presses. To make the cigarette, the leaf is first licked and then rubbed
on the thigh; one corner is folded to make a trough; a pinch of tobacco is
scraped with the thumbnail from the tobacco roll; the leaf is then folded over
and over; then pressed, often inside the knee. When a man is going out of the
house, he may take his tobacco roll and leaves; but he usually makes up several
cigarettes which he puts under his arm band, in his ear hole, or in the hair
above his ears. The cigarette is usually lighted by being held to a burning
coal. Seldom is it held in the mouth while lighting. When a Dani smokes, he
takes smoke into his mouth, allows some to escape, then draws the rest drawn
back with a quick snap, hut!, inhaling some tobacco. When the cigarette is
smoked down to about one centimeter, he throws it into the hearth ashes and
covers it up. At some curing ceremonies the butts are carefully saved, since
the smoke would disturb the nearby ghosts, and only later burned in a fire
behind the men's house.

SALT

There are two source of salt for the Grand Valley Dani: one on the western
slopes of the Southern Valley, in the Gutima region; another, called Iluekaima
(ilue, salt; ai, water; ma, place) in Mid-Valley, on the eastern slopes of the
territory of the Gutelu Alliance.

There are several access routes to the brine pool. One from the floor of the
Grand Valley, passing through the territory of the Dloko-Mabel, is safe only
for those who are allied with the Wilihiman-Walalua. There is also a mountain
route from the Pass Valley, to the northwest; a mountain route from the Jalemo
to the east; and an alternative route from the Grand Valley, from the south,
which passes above the mountain wall.

The people of the Neighborhood, being allied to the Dloko-Mabel, have
free access to the brine pool by the easiest route, that across the valley floor. It
is possible for them to make the round trip to the pool in three or four hours.

Preparation of the salt is left exclusively to the women. Men or youths may
and usually do make the trip to the pool with the women, offering companion-
ship and protection, and often carry containers for brine, but otherwise salt
is women's work.

Usually several women of one compound or a couple of compounds make the
trip to the pool together. The route leads across the gardens for an hour, to
the place where the narrow valley debauches steeply into the Grand Valley.
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PLATE 8. Women stand in the Iluekainma brine pool soaking up the brine
in strips of banana trunk.

Here the trail climbs steeply for a twenty minute walk over rocks smoothened
by countless bare feet, crossing back and forth over the small stream, slowly
rising high into the moss forest above the Valley floor. The brine pool, which
lies beside the stream, is 10 meters in diameter and less than a meter deep.

Most brine is collected by soaking the salt water in banana trunk at the
pool. The trunk of the banana plant is cut down and beaten to separate the
sheaves of the trunk, which are thick, honeycomblike structures. These are
dried in the sun for several days, then bundled up and carried to the well. The
women wade into the pool and stand there, working the brine into the spongy
banana trunk strips (Plate S). Carried back to the compound, the strips are
laid out to dry on fence and house thatch. Afrer a few days of sun, the strips
are taken to one of several rocks in the bush away from the compounds and
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here set afire. They slowly burn down to ash. The ash is put into a bark
dish. The women sprinkle water on the ash and knead it into cakes, which
they wrap in banana bark (gisakpel). After a few days these cakes are rock
hard. When they are to be used, the wrapper is peeled back and a bit of the
cake is scraped off as powder on the meat or vegetable to be eaten. The cakes
are used locally or traded.

Especïally if men accompany the women to the well, the briny water itself is
brought back, either in gourds, or in lengths of bamboo. The brine is usually
consumed by men, who either drink it straight from the container or wrap
spinachlike leaves thoroughly soakcd in the brine in bundlcs, steam these in
a steam pit, then eat them in the rnen's house. Usually ginger is also eaten with
the brine-steamed leaves.

PLATE 9. Men lay the base grass in the steam bundie pit.
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PLATE 10. Women and girls build up the steam bundie with alternating
layers of grass, pork, vegetables, ferns and heated rocks. Water is pourcd on the
rocks to make steam.

FOOD PREPARATION

Dani meals, eaten in the compounds in the morning and evening, consist
simply and monotonously of roasted sweet potato. When people go to work in
the gardens during the day, they usually take along a baked sweet potato or two
to eat cold at midday. In addition, every few days the women of a household
cook potatocs and greens in a small stcam bundie; and most people attend a
ceremony of some sort every week or two, whcre they eat a few chunks of pork.

Roasting or baking is the common manner of cooking the ordinary meal. Pig
meat is sometimes simply roasted over a fire; sweet potatoes and other tubers
are briefly roasted on the coals and then thrust into the ashes to bake for thirty
minutes to an hour.

Food may also be steamed with heated rocks in a grass-wrapped bundie set
in a pit (bakte). The rocks are fine grain limestone collected from the Dugum
hillsides. The rock firc is made up with Iarge logs set crosswise in the yard. First
a layer of stones is laid down on the ground, then the logs built up and
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another layer of rocks laid down over it. This fire is lit, and allowed to burn
down for about an hour.

Meanwhile, the pit is prepared; if a new pit is to be dug, it is dug by the men
with digging sticks. If an old pit is used, the grass from the last steaming is
removed and any collected water is scooped out. A layer of long grass is laid
down from the center of the pit, overlapping the edges and extending out a
meter or so beyond the hole (Plate 9); this grass is eventually bunched over
the top and used to bundie up the steamings.

When the rocks are hot and the food assembled, the process of building up
the steam bundie is begun. This is usually done by both men and women. Long
tongs (hibpa) are used to carry the hot rocks from the fire to the pit; rocks,
ferns, meat, leaves, are laid down in alternating layers; at several stages banana
leaves are laid down to capture the steam; sometimes water is poured on the
rocks from a gourd to make them steam (Plate 10). When the mass has been
built up above the ground level, the grass is flipped in, over the top, and the
first binding is made. A digging stick is planted in the ground at the edge of the
mass and heavy vines are tied around it and then wound around the mass
several times. Then this is fixed, the grass is opened up again, and the building up
of alternating layers continues. When this is finally finished, the grass is again
flipped over the top of the bundie, the binding is continued up to the top, and
perhaps a board or two is laid on top to hold in the steam and keep off rain. The
process of building up layers may take an hour; the steaming usually continues
for another hour. When the steam bundie is opened, it is unwound, the binding
removed, the stones, now cool enough to be handled, are tossed to the side
and the food set out for distribution.

T H E TOTAL PIG

Pigs are basic to Dani culture. That the pig is the only important domestic
animal of the Dani and the only regular source of meat is almost incidental. It
may even be, as Rappaport has suggested for the Maring (1968:62), that
although pigs convert carbohydrates into valuable protein and fat, their total
contribution of energy to men is less than the energy men expend in raising
the pigs in the first place. But to consider pigs only in terms of their contribution
to the Dani food supply is to miss the total impact of pigs on Dani life.

One of the first words the Dani baby learns af ter pa-pa (father) and da-da
(mother) is ma-ma, IL baby's version of wam, pig. Small pigs are his companions
on the floor of the common cooking house and the first creatures with which
he can deal as equals. His first important responsibility, when he is a few years
older, is the herding of his family's pigs.

Although the importance of a man cannot be judged solely by the number
of pigs in his herd, the possession and presentation of pigs is essential to his
importance.

Nearly every ceremony involves eating pig meat, and pigs are rarely eaten
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except in ceremonial contexts. The desperate squeals of dying pigs are markers
in Dani life, for the ceremonies of birth, marriage, curing, and death all neces-
sitate the giving and eating of pigs.

The general word for pig is wam. Another word, akho, is used with the
bound possessive pronoun (nakho, my pig) and in certain ceremonial contexts.
The major ceremony that climaxes a ceremonial cycle is called ebe akho. Ebe
means body, or perhaps main or principal.

DESCRIPTION

Pigs are distinguished in terms of color- modla, or light-skinned pigs; mili,
dark or black pigs; and bima, which are generally reddish-brown. When young,
bima pigs have lateral strips down the back, rather like a chipmunk, which
gradually fade with age. Bima are fairly rare, but pigs are not preferred on
the basis of color.

Spotted black and white pigs are called dakabe, and dark pigs with white
bellies are called wilehasu.

Pigs are given individual names around the time they are weaned. Sometimes
litter mates receive the same names. The pigs rarely have names of people.

OWNERSHIP

Pigs are said to belong to individual men, women, or children. Often a man
will at least nominally transfer ownership of a small pig to one of his children
who does most of the herding. However, the eventual decision of the disposal
of the pig—that is, the decision to kill it at a particular ceremony—lies with
the man of the household. All the pigs of a single household are kept together
in a single herd, live in the same pig sty, and are driven out together.

CARE

Pigs spend the night in the stalls of the pig sty in the compound itself. Each
pig has its own stall, except for unweaned shoats and small litter mates. The
exception is shoats that are ill or whose mother has been killed, which are
cared for during the day by women and left in the small stall inside a woman's
house during the night.

In the morning the pigs are let out of the sty. Usually they circulate around
the yard, eating potato skins that have been thrown out of the houses from the
first meal of the day; then, between seven and nine o'clock they are driven out
of the compound, usually by a child but often by an adult, to the place where
they are currently rooting. If it is raining or if for some reason such as a
ceremony the people are busy, the pigs will not be taken to root, but they
are usually let out of the compound for a few moments to defecate. They also
defecate in the courtyard, but seldom in the sty itself.

For several hours they root either in a fallow field or in the woods. Usually
someone stays close by. The pigs may be near a working man; or a child may
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be delegated to stay with them, keeping them from straying. Usually the child
himself strays, to play with other children or just to relieve his boredom. Such
negligence is a major cause of friction between parents and children.

In the afternoon the pigs are herded back to the compound where they may
be put directly into the stalls or allowed to wander around the courtyard. By
dusk they are shut in the stalls, where usually a few kilos of the smallest potatoes
are thrown in for them to eat.

A few compounds have special pig runs, fenced areas in the banana yard
where pigs can run and root. These are quickly worked out by the pigs and
in fact are seldom used.

In many paths there are mud holes, fifty centimeters deep and up to one meter
long, which are dug with heavy digging sticks by men. During wet periods
these fïll with water and mud, and pigs wallow in them.

The chronic ailment of pigs is sores in the skin from the bites of rodents
at night. It is common in the morning to see pigs with several of these sores,
several centimeters wide, raw but not bleeding. These are treated (by either
men or women) by plastering araucaria pitch over the wound and then sprinkling
the pitch with ashes from the fire.

The ears of pigs are usually cut with bamboo knives after they are weaned,
often in connection with some ceremony or with castration. Ear cutting is
said to help the pigs grow. Most of the ear is left, to be removed during the
butchering. There are four different patterns of ear cutting. The first, simply
called balek (cut), is the cutting off of the tip of the ear. All female shoats
are treated in this manner. Male shoats' ears may be cut in three different
ways: (1) gakalhek (split)—the ear sliced in two, but no piece removed; (2)
asuk ganok balek—a cut starting from one side and then bending out to the
tip, leaving a kind of tail; (3) ideak oba bpialek (cut to the ideak, or mandible)—
the tip of the ear cut off and then a slice made into the base.

Several men use each pattern in cutting their pigs' ears, and some men use
more than one. The patterns are not unique owners' marks but do help identify
the pigs.

Most male pigs a few weeks old are castrated. The stated reasons are to
make the pig grow larger and produce large tusks, to keep it from running away
after female pigs, and to remove it from the breeding pool.

The pig is held head down in the yard; usually it takes several people to
hold it still and hold its mouth shut to reduce its squealing. The operator, a
man, slices through the scrotum with a bamboo knife just to the rear of one
testicle, removes the testicle with a bone awl, cuts the cord with the knife, lays
the testicle on a leaf on the ground, pushes the end of the cord back into the
cut, and pins the scrotum together in a couple of places with bamboo splints. The
operation is repeated for the second testicle. Ashes are sometimes sprinkled on
the wounds; if the ear tips have not already been sliced off, they are now
sliced; and the pig is put on the ground, to run off its pain, ignored. The
testicles and ear pieces are roasted in the coals of a fire and eaten without
ceremony, usually by any children who might have been watching.
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Another operation, whose effect I cannot explain at all, is performed on

female pigs after they have been weaned: The pig is laid on the ground on its
back; at a point midway down its belly, between the midline and the teat line,
a man using a bamboo knife makes a lateral incision about two centimeters long
through the skin; with a bone awl he probes into the cut and finally draws out
a thin white cord from the body; this is severed, and the ends are pushed back
into the cut; the same operation is performed on the other side of the stomach
of the pig; accumulated blood is smeared on the stomach; mud or ashes may
be smeared on the wounds; if the pig has not previously had its ears sliced, this is
now done; and the pig is released and ignored.

The Dani say that this operation makes the pig grow larger. When I asked
if it sterilized the pig, they laughed, saying of course not, they wanted the pig
to bear as many young as possible. It may be that the operation has no utilitarian
effects. But both times I saw it done there were no signs of any ritual; and
of course, it is done by the same men who castrate male pigs for biologically
impeccable reasons.

BREEDING

The Dani are quite aware of the principles of pig breeding, and they practice
selective breeding. Only the largest and most promising male shoats escape
castration, and there are only one or two boars in the Neighborhood. Sows
are brought to the boars to be serviced at no charge. In the 1960's large boars
of better meat-bearing stock were flown into the Grand Valley by government
and missionary groups and strategically distributed to the Dani. Because of the
selective castrations, these boars should have a rapid effect on the quality of
the Grand Valley pig population.

When the sow is close to littering, she is taken from the stall into nearby
woods, where she stays while she gives birth and for a few days thereafter. She
is moved so she won't crush her shoats in the cramped stall. Her owner visits
her every day or so in the woods and soon brings her back to the sty.

It sometimes happens that a sow must be killed for a ceremony before her
shoats are fully weaned. Then a woman takes charge of the shoats, feeding
them prechewed sweet potato and carrying them in a net or hobbling them
to a house pole with a braided cord (gupi). Popular accounts of Highland
Papuans often state or imply that women carry such pigs in the same nets
with their own children and breast feed them, and in fact Meggitt shows an
Enga woman doing this (1965:PI. 10). However, it was never observed in the
Dugum Neighborhood and all informants denied it emphatically.

USE

The most obvious use of pigs is as food. But the eating of pigs serves a
purpose beyond the purely culinary one. Unless a pig dies accidentally or of
a sudden disease, in which case it is eaten on the spot by whoever happens to
be around, it is saved for a ceremonial use; in funeral ceremonies the pigs are
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brought as important objects in the ceremonial exchange which involves also
nets, shells, and exchange stones, and eaten by the entire company; pigs are also
killed and eaten by the subject of curing ceremonies. In the rain ceremony
a pig is killed and its blood used, but its flesh is burned, not eaten.

On the morning of a ceremony, the largest pigs to be killed are driven to
the compound of the ceremony; smaller pigs are flung upside down over the
shoulders of young men, who hold them by the snout and carry them in this
relatively helpless and silent manner. Sometimes the pig is killed before it is
brought into the compound, but usually pigs are presented alive and killed
by one of the important men directing the ceremony.

There is a Standard position for pig killing, common throughout the Western
Highlands of New Guinea: The pig is held by two men, one grasping it by
the ears and the other by the hind feet; a third man approaches from the
side with bow and bamboo arrow, goes into an exaggerated crouch as he draws
back the arrow (Plate 12), and releases it into the squealing pig, penetrating
just behind the front elbow; the arrow slips between the ribs and usually goes
in the full ten to twenty centimeters of lts blade. The bowman grasps the
arrow by the hilt, perhaps jabs it in a bit further, and then removes it. The pig
is set on the ground by the holders. If the shot has been good, the pig will
immediately topple. Usually it runs a few wavering meters and finally drops,
kicking. A particularly lively pig may have to be chased by the men and boys
in the yard and knocked over; then several of them place their feet on its
side, pressing the blood out; occasionally the bamboo arrow is reinserted in
the wound, plunged in and out to enlarge the wound. The pig finally falls
silent and dies. If it is a large ceremony with many pigs, their desperate screaming
may rise above the noise of the crowd for half an hour or more.

A particularly large pig may be shot on the ground, not held (Plate 11); or
poles may be slipped under its body between the legs, one towards the front,
one towards the rear, the pig lifted off the ground and then shot.

As soon as they are still, the bodies of the pigs are laid out in a line extending
from just in front of the men's house toward the entrance of the compound,
along the axis of the compound. First they are laid on their sides, feet toward
the entrance, heads toward the left, or cook house, almost touching each other. If
it is an important ceremony with many pigs, the men confer over them for a
while, sometimes rearranging the order. This moment, which passes almost un-
noticed by the guests and is hardly emphasized by the principals, is one of the
symbolic climaxes of the entire ceremony. Most Dani ceremonies are symbolic
statements communicating to the ghosts the concern of the living for the dead.
By laying out the pigs, the people say to their own ghosts, in effect, "Look what
we have done for you." Sometimes a man walks the length of the line of pigs,
pausing at each and shouting the name of the donor to emphasize this message.
Then, quickly, whatever momentary ritual mood had been created is broken,
and the men turn to the business of preparing the pigs for human consumption.

The pigs are turned on their stomachs, legs stretched out as if in a flying
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PLATE 11. A man shoots a pig with a bamboo arrow at a ceremony.

PLATE 12. Wali (Um'ue) shoots a pig at a curing ceremony. The patiënt
crouches in the entrance of her house. The pig's blood will drain onto the
leaves below and then be daubed on the patient's forehead, knees, elbows, and
shoulders.
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gallop. The ears and tails are carefully cut off with bamboo knives, laid on a
leaf, and taken into the men's house. The tails of smaller pigs are simply cut off
at the base; with large pigs a circular patch of skin and fat is cut off around
the tail.

A fire is built in the yard and the pigs laid over it, and as the hair and
outer skin singes it is scraped off with sticks.

The butchering proper is now begun. Banana leaves are laid on the grass in
front of the men's house, the singed pigs are brought to it, and various men
begin the butchering. There is no defmite protocol as to who is to do the
butchering. If not enough men come forward, more must be asked. Butchering
is done by men, usually married men. Often several men and boys sit around
a single pig, watching, helping; sometimes two or three can work at the same
time. Young boys and girls watch and are sometimes allowed to hold ends of
pieces while the older ones cut.

Even in 1968, when steel knives were plentiful, men preferred the easily
sharpened bamboo knives. The sequence of butchering is the same for all
pigs. First a cut is made on either side of the mouth, down the stomach just
inside the legs, and two cuts meet at the anus. The mandible is freed, usually
with great difficulty, cutting the masseter muscles with a knife while bracing
one foot on the palate and wrenching upwards with both hands grasping the
mandible; as it is freed, it, together with the belly strip of skin, is removed
and set aside.

The meb egen, the clotted blood lying between the rib cage and the intestines,
is pulled out and deposited in a leaf or gourd; this is usually used for magie. The
organs are removed, separated, and set aside. The pelvis is broken at the pubic
symphisis with an adze, allowing the remaining parts of the pig to He flat on
the ground, and the ribs are broken at their proximal ends with the adze. The
ribs are removed, usually each side in one piece. The meat of the shoulders
and the haunches is cut away carefully to make long strips of flesh, which
are hung on horizontal poles erected above the fences between the houses. The
vertebral column is removed. The skull is broken open with an adze and the
brains removed and rubbed in ferns, which are bound up in a bundie.

Meanwhile the intestines have been entrusted to children, who take them
to a nearby stream and wash them out, turning them inside out and reaming
them out with thin poles. Then they are brought back to the courtyard and
draped over the meat poles.

If this is a part of a ceremony where a steam bundie is used, the pig's skin,
ribs, vertebral column, and organs are usually put directly into the steam
bundie; the flesh strips and intestines are kept on the poles in the men's house
and roasted over coals later.

After cooking, the skin is held up by one or two men and cut with a
bamboo knife by a third man in a sequence and pattern of cuts which is
standardized not only for the Neighborhood but, as far as I could observe, for
the entire Grand Valley. Then the skin is handed out to the guests. The flesh
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and the skin are eaten; the fat is rubbed on the body; the larger bones are
broken open with rocks and the marrow extracted and eaten. The bones are
thrown on coals and burned.

Pigs furnish much more than meat; nearly every part of the pig is utilized:
skin, flesh, organs (except for the gall bladder, which is thrown away), gristle,
ears, and the marrow of the larger bones are eaten; mandibles of larger male
pigs are broken open to remove tusks which, with back sides removed, are
used as scrapers or tied in pairs butt to butt and worn by men through the
nose septum in battle or dance; mandibles of medium-sized pigs and large females
are hung on a bar inside at rear of the men's house; fragments of the femur
shaft are ground down to make needies or awls; ribs may be saved and used
by the fireplace to scrape off the ashes from baked potatoes; the ilium may be
ground down to serve as a spoon for pandanus sauce; the tail tufts are used
for magical purposes: tied to a neck piece, or on a tobacco net, or shell band, or
funeral net, they give protection against ghosts, as does the scrotum-cum-penis
which is tied around the arm of a man or child; the meb egen (blood clot) is
either mixed and cooked with the brains and eaten, or, in some ceremonies,
rubbed on joints, palms, and forehead of mourners or, in curing ceremonies
rubbed on patients.

In short, the only nonutilitarian parts of the pig are the gall bladder, the
bristles, and those bones too large to be chewed and eaten, and not otherwise
converted into implements.

HUNTING

Every man hunts on occasion, but most hunt rarely. Game does not form
a regular part of anyone's diet. The forests that edge the Grand Valley are
fairly well hunted out, and unlike many other regions of Highland New Guinea,
there are no feral pigs at all. In all the time I spent in the Grand Valley, I
saw only one live bird-of-paradise. The few men who do keep dogs and hunt
the more spectacular birds and marsupials must go far into the high forests
for their game.

Bows and arrows are the only tools used in hunting. The bow is the same as
the one used in war; the arrows are special ones.

FOREST HUNTING

The marsupials of the forests behind the villages are sought for several things:
their flesh is eaten without ritual; their furs are used in headdresses, on shell
bands, and as tassels on the end of penis gourds. The mandibles of some are
used as gravers for incising lines in shifts and arrow tips. The mandibles of
all sorts of marsupials are hung casually by fireplaces where they slowly blacken
from the soot. They are trophies of the hunt and are occasionally considered
as magie to influence runaway women to come to that men's house. These
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forest creatures are usually hunted during the nights of a full moon. Dogs are
used to corner an animal that has been hit with an arrow, or to dig them out
of burrows.

FIELD RODENTS

The small rat-like rodents of the fields and villages, bugale and gobpa, are
frequently hunted. They are used in several rituals, such as augury to determine
whether or not a wounded man will recover or whether a missing pig has
been eaten or not; also at a certain stage in a funeral they may be roasted and
eaten. They are seldom eaten for food, and when one is found in the course
of clearing a garden area, it is usually released. Bugale, especially, are scorned
by the men, who say that only women eat them. However, rodents are some-
times specially hunted and given alive to young dogs, to train them as hunters.
The rodents which are constantly heard around the villages are ignored or
tolerated, although they have considerable nuisance value. At night they attack
pigs confined in the narrow stalls; they also chew holes in greased nets or
consume pig fat that is not carefully closed in a gourd. However, unlike the
Ekagi (Kapauku) of Enarotali who assiduously hunt down any rodent heard
around a village (L. F. B. Dubbeldam, in a personal communication), the Dani
are uninterested in such minor game. Occasionally cats are traded in from
the direction of the government post. They are kept for the few weeks necessary
to clean out the rodents in a compound and then traded on toward the north.

When it is necessary to obtain rodents for a ceremony, several men and
boys, as many as several dozen, go to fallow gardens armed with short spears
and digging sticks. They beat through high grass and thickets or dig around
promising-looking roots, and eventually, after an hour or two, come back with
a couple of rodents.

BIRDS

Birds are prized particularly for their feathers and only secondarily for
food. The feathers are used in men's decorations and in several sacred objects:
for decorating shell bands; for the feather wands that remove ivusa, or taboo,
after a contaminating job. However, most of the more important feathers are
traded in from the Jalemo, because the cassowary and birds-of-paradise are lack-
ing in the Grand Valley. Parrots, mountain pigeons, hawks, egrets, and herons
abound in the Grand Valley but are seldom hunted. Birds are also used in some
curing ceremonies.

The smaller birds are hunted by masses of men and boys armed with
branched sticks. They are surrounded and then, as they fly from the grass and
bushes, they are barraged with the sticks. Occasionally one is hit. But even on
unintentional meetings with birds, there seems to be an almost moral obligation
for every man and boy to throw anything at any bird that comes within
range, usually without success.
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Birds are also hunted with special bird arrows by both boys and men. If

killed, a bird is quickly plucked, roasted over a fire, and eaten.
Two elaborate bird blinds were observed in the forested hills. A stick led

from a small domed shelter across a pool, or to a hole in a tree trunk in which
rainwater collected. Above the stick where it emerged from the shelter was
a short bamboo tube. The hunter, crouched in the shelter, would shoot an
arrow through the tube at a bird sitting on the stick drinking. The bird would
be impaled against a wad of ferns at the far end of the stick. Wagner has
described a similar bird blind in the Karimui area, six hundred kilometers east
of the Grand Valley (1968:15).

BATS

Bats and flying foxes flapping on their great leathery wings come to the
compounds at night to feed on ripening bananas. Occasionally when the moon
is full they are hunted with bird arrows, although I never actually saw this.
They may be eaten; the fur is not used; the mandibles are hung by the fire
of a men's house. In the Southern Valley bats are considered to be ghosts, and
it is dangerous to kill them (Broekhuijse, in a personal communication), but
there are no such connotations in the Neighborhood.

DOGS

There are a few domestic dogs in the Neighborhood. In 1961 all the dogs
were of a distinctive barkless type whose howling at night sounded like the
crying of a woman or child. They were apparently related to the Australian
dingo. But by 1968 interbreeding with introduced dogs had all but obliterated
the aboriginal strain. Each dog is the personal property of a man or boy and
is given a personal name. The dogs live in the compound and enter the common
cooking house freely, but seldom the men's house. There is some difference
of opinion as to whether or not dogs have an edai egen, or soul, as humans
do. Dogs are given or bought as puppies and encouraged to be hunters by
feeding them rats and mice. Dogs can be a nuisance when they chase and fight
with pigs, and generally they are not particularly valued.

Although dogs are eaten by the Dani of the southern Grand Valley, in the
Dugum area they are strictly taboo. The people explained this in terms of the
dog's close relation to the original ancestor, but this does not explain why
dog flesh should be taboo in the midvalley and not in the southern valley.
However, even in midvalley dogs are killed for their fur, which is worn by
men as arm bands.

INCIDENTAL COIXECTION OF FAUNA

Several other kinds of fauna are also collected casually, usually by children.
Small crayfish, rarely more than ten centimeters long, can be found in streams
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and garden ditch systems. Boys dive for them, feeling around in the mud. They
are then roasted and eaten. (The crayfish of the Balim grow to great size—
twenty or thirty centimeters—and the people living along its banks catch them
with hand weirs.)

Snakes are very rare, but once I saw one roasted and eaten. Stink bugs, which
live in the young trees of the fallow gardens, are savored by boys who wrap
them in leaves and eat them. A child may catch a cicada to play with it, holding
it in his hand, swing it around furiously, and then releasing it, letting it fly its
wavery dizzy path. The rhinoceros beetle may be caught and kept for a while
as a pet; one horn is broken off, the end of a grass stem forced in the hole, and
the beetle led around as if on a leash.

Although fish are not native to the Grand Valley, they have been introduced
by the government since 1960. By 1968 the fish were driving the crayfish out
of the streams and ditches and Dani were being encouraged to dig special
fish ponds. In the future, fish will probably come to be an important source
of protein for the Dani.

GATHERING FOOD AND SUPPLIES

The uninhabited forest within one or two hours' walk of the compounds yields
many of the necessities of Dani life. Gathering in the areas close to the com-
pounds is done by anyone, but usually by men, or women accompanied by
men, who venture into the forest where there is always the chance of meeting
an armed enemy.

The Dani are technically a stone-age culture. Stone tools are important, but
in fact, the Dani culture is based on wood and string and could be called a
String Culture. The fabric of Dani material culture is fiber, plain or rolled
into string. The women's skirts are braided of fiber and tied with string; the
girls' skirts are held together with string; the women's carrying nets are of
string; the men's penis gourd is held on with string; the exchange system at
the core of the ceremonialism centers on knitted string bands and string nets.

Fiber for string is obtained either from the inner core of certain plants or
from the inner bark of certain trees. The best plant fiber, and all the bark cloth
that is pulled apart for fiber, is traded from the Jalemo. However, fiber for
basic needs is obtained from the local forests.

As with all forest goods, the better quality is farther from the dense population
of the valley itself. Usually a party of several people goes off on a few days'
collecting trip. They return with bundies of 1.5-meter-long stalks weighing
several kilos. The outer bark is scraped off by the women with a bamboo
splint and allowed to dry in the sun or in the smoke of the common cooking
house. Then the stalks are beaten with a wooden mallet on a stone, the fibers are
loosened, removed from the inner core, and made into a bundie. They may be
used in this form or rolled into string.

Wood is used in houses, fences, tools, weapons, and for fires. It must also be
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gathered. Construction wood is cut by the men with the adze. Poles and planks
come from the forests between the villages and the mountain wall. Although
this area is closest to the compounds of the Dugum Neighborhood, other
people of the alliance are free to use it. The bark is stripped off, planks are
split and hewn at depots, usually rock shelters, in the woods, and then carried
down to the compounds.

Wood for cooking, and especially for making the rock fire and the cremation
fire, are logs, cut and carried by the men, or simply dried branches collected
by men, women, or children, bundled up and carried down to the villages at
the end of the day's work.

Except for stone blades, almost all the tools, weapons, and implements of the
Dani are made of wood. In addition, bamboo is used for knives, for lashing, for
mouth harps, and for fire thongs.

The Dani use no nails or spikes. All construction is lashed together with
vines gathered in the forests. Vines range from the long, heavy vines that
bind the watchtower to the supple V4 -centimeter vines that lash the reed floor
of the sleeping loft. Vines are worn loosely around boys' waists or necks as
a sort of decoration.

Little food is gathered from the wild, except pandanus and ferns, which are
steamed with vegetables. Raspberrylike berries (Rubiacea Rubus), though fairly
sweet and juicy, and growing along paths, are seldom eaten. There are no other
common wild fruits.

Lisaniga, a spurge, is gathered from the forest in quantities, dried, and used as
the wrapper for cigarettes.

Grass is gathered for thatching and for floors; and also for lining the steam
bundie. .

POPULATION AND LAND USE

In discussing the nature of Dani land use, the question arises of the relationship
between Dani subsistence technology and population density. Density alone, as
an absolute factor, can be expected to have some effect on social structure and
the nature of leadership within the group. It makes a difference if there are
two hundred or two thousand people per square kilometer. But it may well
also make a difference, particularly in the nature of conflict behavior within
and between groups, if the land is overpopulated or underpopulated—determined
by the relationship of population density to carrying capacity of the land. But
neither density nor carrying capacity of land can be expressed unambiguously.

Population density is roughly figured by dividing the number of people by
the number of square kilometers involved. But Dani land use varies in degree
from the relatively intensive use of the settlement sites to the relatively noninten-
sive use of forest areas, with the use of garden areas an intermediate on this
scale. The Dugum Neighborhood's 350 people use about two square kilometers
for dwelling and gardening. These figures give a population density of 175 per-
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sons per square kilometer. For the Grand Valley as a whole, figuring about
50,000 people living in about 315 square kilometers, one gets nearly 160 persons
per square kilometer. (However, the population figure is only a guess and may
be off by 50 per cent.)

But what of the several square kilometers of forest behind the Dugum settle-
ments that provide rooting grounds for pigs, lumber and vines for houses, minor
food from game and pandanus, not to mention shelter for ghost houses5 Even
without proving that the forests are indispensable to the Dugum Dani, it is
obvious that they are used. If the immediate forest area is to be calculated, the
population density of the Dugum Dani could well be about fifty persons per
square kilometer.

The determination of the carrying capacity of land is no less vexing a problem.
If the basic sweet potato and pig subsistence were maintained but the population
gradually increased, it is logical that eventually there would be too many people
for the land. A good measure for overpopulation would be whether or not the
Dani food supply was adequate in terms of minimal standards of protein, calories,
and the like. A comprehensive study would be needed to determine standards
relevant to the Dani, to measure the food values of the present Dani diet, and
to discover the maximum potential production of food on the Dugum land by
present Dani methods.

And in any case, overpopulation is not merely a technological state, referring
to carrying capacity of land, but has also a psychological aspect, referring to
the feeling of being too crowded. This is what might be called the Daniel Boone
Complex, after that semilegendary American frontiersman who is supposed to
have moved on when another family settled within a day's walking distance of
him. Unless the attitude is explicitly expressed, psychological overpopulation
would be difficult to recognize, much less to evaluate.

Since overpopulation may influence behavior, it is of some theoretical impor-
tance. Perhaps crowding increases conflict within a group; perhaps an over-
populated group seizes land from an underpopulated neighbor. Both of these
propositions are reasonable, but they must be treated as hypotheses, not as as-
sumptions. Internal conflict or war cannot be taken as evidence of overpopulation.
In Chapter 3 a hypothesis is considered which would link population pressure to
incidence of warfare, and whose validity depends on being able to establish a
criterion for carrying capacity of land. In a crude way, technological over-
population might be indicated by periodic hunger and malnutrition, and psycho-
logical overpopulation by what the people themselves say. But since the Dugum
Dani have no shortages of food; seem as energetic, strong, and healthy as any
population I know; and never expressed concern about crowding, I would say
that they are not overpopulated. Of more general interest is whether or not
the evidence from the Dugum Dani helps to establish criteria for determining
population pressure among other Dani in other places. Such criteria would permit
us to deal with hypotheses relating conflict and other behavior to population
pressure. Unfortunately, I am not able to suggest precise criteria.
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CONCLUSIONS

In gross terms, there is a remarkable uniformity in Dani subsistence activities.
All adults are horticulturists and herders. The only people who are not con-
tinuously engaged in the cultivation of sweet potatoes and the tending of pigs
are the young, the senile, and, temporarily, the sick and the wounded. Although
a few people engage in minor, spare-time specialization, the Dani approach the
bare minimum human division of labor where age and sex are determinant.

But the light demands of subsistence in the Grand Valley permit considerable
flexibility in carrying out the details of these activities. A man may work a
garden bed alone or he may cooperate with others in the heavier labor. He
may open gardens on the hill slopes to supplement those on the valley floor.
He may plant several crops in succession in the same bed or he may shift to a
new bed after each erop. Crops are planted irregularly but harvested daily.
Although the meals are monotonous, there is never a shortage of food; casual
visiting at meals is common and there is no strict accounting of where the
produce actually ends up.

In addition to this variability of subsistence activity, there is a degree of
implicitness to the norms of agricultural behavior that is unusual for a horti-
cultural society. Because of the uniformity of climate, there is no planting season
and no harvest season. Perhaps because of the plentifulness of arable land,
ownership of land is not relevant and usage rights are transferred easily and
without compensation.

It is tautological to observe that any culture represents a successful tech-
nological adaptation to its environment, but the Dani have achieved a particularly
successful adaptation to their particularly advantageous environment in the
sense that the nature of their technology provides surpluses of time and land
which allow flexibility of behavior.



2

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

MUCH Dani activity takes place in the framework of two different sorts of
groups, one organized along the lines of patrilineal descent and the other
organized in terms of residence. These groups are nonterritorial (or

nonlocalized) patrilineal descent groups and residential, territorial (or localized)
political units. There are also other kinds of groups, such as those formed by a
compromise between the principles of descent and residence and which include
those members of a descent group who live in a certain area. These groups are
only the basic, idealized framework of Dani social structure, however. There
is practically no behavior that involves any group in its entirety, and most
activities, even when done in the name of some one group, include participants
from other groups. In part this is because of the balanced cross-cutting nature
of the groups, so people who are in different groups on one dimension will find
themselves in the same group on another dimension.

The two kinds of descent units are named, noncorporate, patrilineal moieties
and sibs whose members are dispersed throughout the Grand Valley and beyond.
Smaller descent units such as lineages and families are vague, unnamed, and, with
few exceptions, unimportant. The two important political, land-occupying units
are what I call the alliance and the confederation. The neighborhood is a concept
I use for descriptive convenience. Houses form compact compounds, but these
compounds usually have little stability as social units.

DESCENT GROUPS AND LOCAL SEGMENTS OF DESCENT GROUPS

THE PATRIMOIETY

The most important area in which membership in a moiety determines be-
havior is in choice of spouse, since each moiety is exogamous; moiety member-
ship also effects use of kin terms, some food restrictions, and participation in
some ceremonies.

Every Dani is a member of one or the other of the two moieties, Wida or
Waija. The moieties are exogamous and patrilineal. Moieties are found through-
out the Grand Valley and are present to some extent in the Western Dani
region. Ploeg (1966:264) reports a pale reflection of the moiety system from the
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DIAGRAM 2.2
THE TERRITORIA^ POLITICAL UNITS

Western Dani of the Bokondini region, just a few kilometers north of the Grand
Valley, where the two two groups, called Woda and Weja, are ideally but not
actually exogamous. Although Wirz (1924:46) described a Wenda and a Woja
moiety among the Panaga Dani of the lower Swart Valley system, Denise O'Brien
found only the barest traces of moieties during her research in 1961-1963 in
the Konda Valley, part of the upper Swart Valley system (personal communica-
tion). Gordon Larson (1962:32) reports that the fax Western Dani, in the Ilaka
Valley, have moieties. The Jale, who are part of the Greater Dani Language
Family, also have moieties (Koch 1968:87). The Dani and their neighbors to
the west, the Uhunduni (Damals), are apparently the only people in the entire
New Guinea Highlands with a moiety organization (cf. Ellenberger 1962).
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The norm of moiety exogamy is rarely violated (see below). Kinship terms
which are used in one sense between people with traceable relationships may
also be extended in a classificatory manner to the limits of the pertinent moiety.
Thus, opase refers in one sense to ego's father and father's brothers but may be
extended to refer to any male of the older generation and of ego's own moiety.
Likewise, anti, which refers basically to ego's mother's brothers, can be extended
to refer to any male of the older generation and of the opposite moiety to ego.

In certain rituals there are roles which are prescribed in moiety terms. For
example, in funerals, members of the dead person's own moiety are responsible
for certain acts, members of the opposite moiety (that is, ego's mother's moiety),
for other acts.

Participation in a funeral is determined by informal factors such as nearness
of residence and personal friendship. But even those participants who have no
traceable kinship with the dead person have a role in terms of their moiety
affiliation. Everyone has a place in the system. An older man is considered
either an opase or an mni oi the dead person and can act accordingly.

Food Taboos. Food restrictions are usually based on moiety membership. The
Wida members are not supposed to eat one kind of banana, and one kind of
bird. Waija members, on the other hand, are prohibited from eating more than
a dozen kinds of birds and mammals and two kinds of bananas. There is no
obvious explanation for the imbalance. Breaking of the restriction is said to be
punished by ghosts, who cause the stomach to swell and the transgressor to die.
Although the prohibitions are widely known, they are not rigorously observed.
I have frequently seen people in a group refuse to eat a certain prohibited food,
but then show no hesitation to eat it when alone with me.

The prohibited foods do not seem to have any further, totemiclike relationship
to the moiety members, nor are other beings or objects associated with the
moieties. However, even this limited association is noteworthy, for Peters (1965:
25) states that no comparable moiety relationships exist in the Southern Valley.

I was not able to find a Dani explanation for the moiety systems. The one
informant who told me of the origin myth said after much probing on my
part that the first man was Wida, but this seemed to be nonessential to the myth,
and he himself was Wida.

Moiety Boundary-crossing. Although the division between the two moieties is
particularly important in patterning Dani marriage, the line between them is not
absolute and may be crossed in two special circumstances.

All children are born into the Wida moiety regardless of the moiety of their
father. At the time of the Pig Feast {ebe akho), which is held every few years,
those boys who have reached an age of responsibility since the last ceremony
and thus are about three to six years old, and whose fathers are of the Waija
moiety, are "made Waija" (ivaija hakasin). I did not observe this ceremony and
could learn only the broad principles involved. Apparently the girls of the same
age with Waija fathers became Waija at the same time, but without ceremony.
This patrilineal principle, which is evoked not at birth, but several years after-
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ward, is a most unusual manner in which to run a moiety system. How-
ever, it has mainly theoretical signifïcance. The only really basic way in which
moiety membership effects behavior is in marriage choices, and the children of
Waija fathers are "made Waija" long before marriage.

Another sort of boundary crossing in the Dani moiety system is the status
held by four men in the Neighborhood who are part Wida and part Waija.
They are described as golek, or ividbalek, but it is not clear what this means.
Apparently all these men were born into and are of the Walilo sib, which is a
Wida sib, but for some reason they disliked this Wida status and chose to be-
come part Waija. I could discover no reasons for or ritual involved in the change.
It was said that their feet and penises were Waija, their heads Wida. (Peters
[1965:22] describes the same phenomenon from the regions south of the Dugum
but reports the reverse details: There the lower half of the body is Wida and
the upper half Waija. The same situation was reported in the Jibiga area.) In
the Dugum Neighborhood all such men are married to Waija women and gen-
erally function in ritual situations as normal Walilo sib members, which is to
say, Wida. Peters also reports that they marry Waija women. Folk explanations
were offered for both cases. About the former, it was said that the men were
really Wida because their uguloak (literally, skull, head, or sib) was Wida; in
the other, it was pointed out that the penis, being Wida, had to marry a Waija
woman. None of the men who are part Wida and part Waija are important
leaders, and in fact they do not seem to be exceptional in any other way.

A third possible example of moiety boundary-crossing is reported by Peters
(1965:23) from the southern Grand Valley. There, members of two sibs
(Molama and Hisako) may be either Wida or Waija, although Peters' informant
clearly disapproved of the situation. Neither of these sibs is represented in the
Dugum area. Also, an informant at Jibiga insisted to me that the Widikpo sib
is Wida in Mid-Valley and Waija in the Southern Valley.

Moiety "Precedence." There is a use of the basic kinship terms that treats the
people of the Waija moiety as older than the people of the Wida moiety. For
example, there are two pairs of reciprocal terms used by males of the same
moiety which indicate difïerence in age. One pair (opase-abut) is used by men
of adjacent generations and the other pair (oe-akot) by men of the same genera-
tion. (These terms include the English pairs father-son and older-brother-
younger-brother respectively, but they are used for all men of one's moiety
rather than only for specific consanguineous relatives.) In this special use of
kinship terms, a male of the Wida moiety would address a Waija male as opase
or oe regardless of their relative ages.

I was never able to obtain a satisfactory explanation of this usage, and it seems
to contradict the fact that all Dani are born Wida and half become Waija
only when they are a few years old. Use of terms in this pattern was observed
occasionally in casual moments during ceremonies. It may be partly ritual, but
there also seems to be a joking element to it. I also once heard this pattern used
in a very tense but painfully polite confrontation between leaders of enemy groups.
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The Local Segment of a Moiety. Each moiety comprises tens of thousands
of Dani who never act as a group. However, men of the Waija moiety who live
in one local area and who thus form what may be termed a local segment of a
moiety do cooperate in performing the initiation ceremony for their sons at the
time of the major Pig Feast held every few years. I did not observe a Pig Feast,
but informants spoke of it and Peters (1965:114 ff) has described one from a
nearby area.

T H E SIB

Patrisibs have been reported from all Dani regions, and a few of the Grand
Valley Dani sib names can be traced into the Western Dani region. People
living in the Dugum Neighborhood between 1961 and 1964 represented eleven
sibs of the Wida moiety and thirteen sibs of the Waija moiety. An additional
six Grand Valley sibs were mentioned in genealogies that had no representation
in the Dugum Neighborhood (See Table 2.1). Several other sib names are known
from distant parts of the Grand Valley and beyond, and Peters (1965:23) lists
another twenty-four sib names (eleven Wida, thirteen Waija) from the southern
Grand Valley. Since he omits only five sib names found on the Dugum list, it is
unlikely that his names are only local variants of the same sib. Thus, there must
be well over fifty sibs in the Grand Valley.

Sibs are patrilineal, and one is a member of one's father's sib from birth. This
is different from the moiety system, where everyone is born into the Wida
moiety and sorae are later taken into their father's moiety (Waija).

Sibs are nonterritorial, and members of the same sib living in different parts
of the Grand Valley may never meet. There is not necessarily any traceable
relationship between members of the same sib, and I could discover only the
slightest hint (in an origin myth episode, p. 141), that the members of a sib
were eventually descended from any common ancestors. Thus, although these
Dani units are patrilineal and nonterritorial, they lack the clear recognition of
original filiation which is usually associated with sibs (cf. Murdock 1949:47).
But rather than add another term to the complexities of kinship literature, I am
using sib as the most satisfactory existing term for referring to these units.

In most cases the etymology of Dani sib names is not clear and cannot be
explained by the Dani.

Sib Associates. Each sib is associated with a specific topographical feature,
in most cases a promontory of some sort; with a kind of bird; and in a few
instances with some furry mammal (bpake) or with an insect or reptile (zvato).
Most people disagree about the names of the birds of sibs other than their own.
Lists from different informants usually disagreed in some 40 to 60 per cent of
particular cases.

A mythological explanation of these associations lies in the origin myth (p.
141), which, as related by one informant, states that

In the beginning, birds and people were together, living in sib groups, and each sib had
pigs. Then they asked Nakmatugi, the first man, who they were, and he said: "You are
people, you are birds." The birds said, "We don't like people, we'11 go off and be
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TABLE 2.1

ADULT POPULATION OF THE DUGUM NEIGHBORHOOD BY SIB AND SEX

Major Sibs
of Confederation

Sibs Represented by
Adult Males

Sibs Represented
Only by Women
Who Have Married
into the Area

Sib Name
Wilil *
Himan
Walilo *
Alua
Phaluk

Dloko
Gosi*
Widipo *
Dutabut
Matian *
Dlogobal
Atudama *

Siep
Mabel *
Hilabok
Loka
Eloktak
Jokobi *
Babiga *
Halidopo
Atoba
Oake
Idlai *
Wadik *

Males t
31

3
17
17
11

4
4
3
3
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

96 (in 12
sibs)

' emales
22
10
19
26
14

5
3
8
9
9
2
0

9
7
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

170 (in 23
sibs)

Other Sibs Mentioned in Genealogies but Not Represented: Isiba, Wuga, Maduan,
Dlapi, Huwi, Waliagen

* Sibs of Wida moiety. Others of Waija moiety.
Other sib names known—Wida: Honamput, Helakmelama, Gagolik, Toi; Waija: Gedata,

Dabulai, Hiluga, Dodlidopo, Mosip, Gilugua, Widikpo.
Other sibs mentioned by Peters (1965:23)—Wida: Wamu, Aso, Gutesi, Elokbete, Lakoban,

Lani, Molama, Hisake, Galhulik, Lega and Gerda; Waija: Jukusu, Walela, Ndawi, Hutugalek,
Mulia, Eginia, Molama, Hisake, Oakai, Meake, Jeli, Dibo, and Heselo.

birds." The pigs became bpake [ground mammals] and the wato [insects, e tc] also went
off to be wato.

The bird of a person's sib is his akalak, brother, and he cannot eat it, although
others can. For example, a man of the Wilil sib is called ab wilil {ab, man), and
the jubuti bird is called due wilil (due, bird), suggesting the common sib mem-
bership of the two.

There are no restrictions against eating the sib bpake or the sib wato, if they
are gastronomically palatable.

The word for mountain or hill, dom, when used in the sib context, is one of
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the few nouns which take a possessive prefix. Thus, a Wilil might refer to the
Wilil sib hill as nadom (my hill) or ninadom (our hill), n—being the first person
singular possessive prefix. This form of the possessive is generally limited to kin
terms, and suggests a special relationship between man and mountain.

Some sib hills are mountains outside the Grand Valley, where the sib mem-
bers have special rights to pandanus trees and hunting; others are minor hills
in the Grand Valley, with no apparent economie advantages. There seems to
be no particular ritual conecting sib and hill, although at one time the hills
may have been the sites of sib ghost houses.

The question of Dani sib totemism involves two sets of problems. In the
first place, Lawrence and Meggitt have stated that except for one dubious case,
"totemism is not reported from the Highlands" (1965:11), but they refer only
to the Highlands of East New Guinea. Pospisil has mentioned a "simple totemism"
for Ekagi (Kapauku) sibs (1958:74), and elsewhere he expanded his description,
saying that

The native tradition claims that Ugatame, the Creator, founded all the sibs and deter-
mined that each of them should be mystically related to two or more animal or plant
totemic species, which the members are forbidden to consume under the penalty of
deafness. (1963:38)

Ellenberger reports a similar totemism for the Uhunduni (Damal), who live
between the Ekagi and Western Dani (1962:10). However, since Pouwer has
not mentioned any such features in the Star Mountain region to the east of the
Dani, it appears that, like moieties, totemism in the New Guinea Highlands is
limited to the far western cultures.

But more important is the problem of totemism itself. Lévi-Strauss, in his
critique of the concept, has said that

The supposed totemism eludes all effort at absolute definition. It consists, at most, in a
contingent arrangement of nonspecific elements. (1963:5)

In Lévi-Strauss' terms, the Dani totemism has two features: a belief in the
mystical relationship between a cultural group (sib) and a natural particular
(hill) and a belief in the mystical relationship between a cultural group (sib)
and several natural groups (bird, animal, and insect species). Particularly in
the cases of sib-bird and sib-animal relationships there is a belief in an
isomorphism between the divisions of the cultural world and those of the
natural world.

The relationship between Dani sibs and species of birds may be understood
in terms of Lévi-Strauss' insight into the symbolic basis of this sort of rela-
tionship. He suggests that these relationships are not based on the symbolic
identity of cultural and natural groups but on the isomorphism between sets
of cultural groups and sets of natural groups. For the natural groups we look
to the Dani mortality myth, where the bird, representing mortality, is opposed
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to the snake, which represents immortality. Because the bird prevails, says the
myth, men are mortal. Transformed into a Lévi-Straussian equation:

bird:snake :: Dani (mortal) : what Dani might have been (immortal)

The value of this equation lies in forcing us to consider the total context.
Dani are associated through their sibs with birds not just because birds are mortal,
but birds and Dani are mortal vis-a-vis snakes and something. What is the some-
thing? Perhaps, non-Dani humans. There is no indication that the Dani themselves
traditionally completed the formula, either with ghosts or with non-Dani humans
of whom they had only vague knowledge. But now, in a mythic revision, the
white man fits the empty space. In various areas for various reasons (the Dani
have never seen a dead white man; the Christian message talks of immortality)
the Dani consider the white man to be immortal (cf. O'Brien and Ploeg 1964).
That this is not pure anthropological speculation is suggested by the fact that
some Dani actually call white men "snake people," using the term helal, which is
a kind of snake in the ivato category. (This was reported to me by J. Vehling, a
Dutch patrol officer, and Herman Lantang, an Indonesian anthropologist.)

Power of the Sib Name. Often, when a person has a minor accident such as
knocking something over, or giving himself a minor bruise, he says, under his
breath, the name of his sib. The significance of this is not at all clear. It may be
related to the practice of others to say, when a person slips on a path,
"Hakotakma!" ("May your soul stay in place!").

Terms for Moiety and Sib. Generic terms for both moiety and sib refer to
body parts. Ugul (head), ngul oak (head bone, skull), ugul isi (head hair), and
ilaka (eyebrow) all refer to sib, while ebe (body) refers to moiety. Thus, the
question, "Hugul oak edaka?" (Your skull is called?)" elicits the name of the
informant's sib. This is quite explicit symbolism and the term is often accom-
panied by the touching of the appropriate body part. The breast is used by a
woman to indicate her children or their sib members (which are, of course, of
her husband's sib) and by a man to indicate his sib members. The penis gourd
is also used by a man to represent his sib members.

Van der Stap (in a personal communication) suggested that in the southern
Grand Valley dialect these same terms may be used in a more complicated and
specific manner, indicating lineages in addition to sib and moiety.

Sib Boundary-crossing. In a few cases sibs within a moiety are closely asso-
ciated. For example, two Waija moiety sibs, Alua and Phaluk, are sometimes
confused when a person refers to another person whom he does not know well.
An example of changing sib affiliation was provided in the Dugum Neighbor-
hood. According to one story, some thirty years ago, as a result of a fight, a
small group of people moved into the Dugum area from the Pugima area, ten
kilometers to the south. Among them were several important men of the Phaluk
sib, one of the dominant sibs in the Pugima but quite unimportant in the Dugum.
These men associated themselves with the Alua sib, the dominant Waija sib in
the Dugum area. Other informants insist that these men were born in the Dugum
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Neighborhood. One of these men, Weteklue, is the leader of the local Alua
group and is in fact the most important man in the Dugum area. When asked,
people were as likely to say that Weteklue is Alua as they are to say that he
is Phaluk.

This move from the Phaluk to the Alua sib could be seen as an opportunistic
move to gain a power base, but it is difficult to reconstruct the exact sequence
of events. Now people recognize Phaluk and Alua sibs as closely related, but
this may equally be the cause enabling Weteklue's move or the result of the
move. Similar relationships are recognized between other pairs of sibs such as
Alua and Maduan, a sib not strongly represented in the Dugum area.

T H E LINEAGE

Lineage, consisting of immediate, traceable relatives, is relatively unimportant
for the Dani. (Peters suggests that in the southern Grand Valley, lineage is
more important [1965:27].) There is no name for it, and the broad, classifica-
tory nature of kinship terminology overrides the line between lineage relatives
and one's comembers of the sib or even moiety.

The Dani are typical of the New Guinea Highlands in having little interest
in genealogy; that is, they have shallow genealogies. A person can tracé only
his immediate relatives. A grown man remembers those whom he has known as
a child, but rarely more than one generation beyond that.

A group of sacred objects usually belongs to a sib segment—that is, men of
the same sib but not necessarily with traceable relationship. However, in several
instances the men claim descent from a common ancestor, although the actual
links with the ancestor are not known.

FAMILY

The importance of the family as a social and economie unit is limited by
several factors. The members of the polygynous and even the monogamous
families tend to be scattered in different compounds and sometimes even in dif-
ferent neighborhoods, and interaction may be rare. Even small-scale interaction
and cooperation tends to take place in terms of impermanent and informal
groups usually composed of members of more than one family who happen to
be living in a single compound.

The socialization of children after the age of two or so, when they no longer
He in their mothers' nets and are in effect weaned, takes place increasingly in
terms of larger groups, first the compound and then peer groups. By eight or
ten most children spend long periods away from their parents, joining in the
activities of other compounds. There is little formal instruction, and nothing
corresponding to regular schooling. Children learn the pattern of Dani life from
early ages by watching and gradually participating.

This is not to say that the Dani have no family pattern. There are a few
nuclear families in the Neighborhood that do have unusual cohesion. But in
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terms of both ideal and observed norms, the family must generally be considered
a relatively unimportant social or economie unit of Dani society.

Residence. The family as a residential group consists of the husband, one or
two wives, and the younger children. By the time they are ten years old or so,
many boys and girls will spend long periods away from their parents, living
with friends or relations. Commonly children go to live with a mother's brother
or other older man of the mother's moiety, but there does not seem to be a
particular preference for living with the actual brother of the mother. It is also
common for older married people to separate and live in the household of one
of their children.

Residence is highly mobile. It is rare for one person to live for any length of
time in a single compound with the same people. This may be seen in part as
the withdrawal reaction to interpersonal stress, discussed below (p. 101). When
stresses develop between people in the same compound, and even the same family,
it is easier to move to another compound than to stay on and accommodate the
stress.

It is difficult to speak of Dani residence in terms of the traditional categories
of patrilocal, matrilocal, neolocal, and the like, partly because of constant,
kaleidoscopic changing of residence, and partly because of the settlement pattern:
many small compounds relatively close to one another.

Marriage and Divorce. Regular marriages take place only during the ebe akho
ceremony, which occurs every four or five years.

In theory cross-cousin marriage is possible, but in fact no cases were known,
and informants had no opinions about its desirability. Even marrying into one's
mother's sib was not particularly common. An exchange of women was sug-
gested by statements of some informants, but the groups on which this was
based were vague, and certainly they were not families. Each of a pair of men
of opposite moieties might marry girls of the same sib as the other man, and
they would consider themselves more closely tied than the ordinary in-law
relationship, but this pattern was not particularly emphasized.

At the time of the ebe akho ceremony, all girls who have had a hodalimo
ceremony (marking the onset of regular menstruation) since the last ebe akho
ceremony are married. Men of ages eighteen to twenty-two marry for the first
time, and other men may take additional wives. All women except the hopelessly
crippled and all men except the hopelessly gebu (cf. pp. 90-1) marry.

Although many marriages go through periods of separation, especially when
there are cowives involved, there is also a regular divorce-and-remarriage cere-
mony which may be performed at times other than the ebe akho ceremony. The
one time I observed it, it involved the plucking of the woman's eyebrows and
burying them at the roots of a newly planted banana plant beside the woman's
house in her new husband's compound.

Polygyny. Polygyny is common. Table 2.2 gives the crude figures.
The three bachelors are considered gebu, of least importance (p. 72); the

term dloni is regularly applied to their confirmed bachelorhood and only jokingly
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to that of the fifty-three males who are too young for marriage. Approximately

half the adult men are polygynous, but the figures contain some obvious error.

Some of the forty-nine men with only one wife are young and can expect to

accumulate other wives later. On the other hand, the figures do not discriminate

between full polygyny, where the husband lives and works with all his wives;

displaced polygyny, where the cowives live in different compounds and the

husband spends time with each in turn; and what is in fact monogamy, where

the man manies again only after he is effectively divorced from his first wife.

Most Dani polygynous families shift frequently between full and displaced

polygyny as friendships between cowives wax and wane.

TABLE 2.2
DUGUM NEIGHBORHOOD MALES: MARITAL STATUS

Status
Not Yet Married
Never Married (permanent bachelo:
One Wife
More Than One Wife

2 wives
3 wives
4 wives
9 wives

Total

rs)

23
14
5
1

N
53

3
49
43

148

There is no tendency for cowives to be sisters or even to be of the same sib.
Theoretically there is no limit to the number of wives a man may have. Prac-
tically, he is limited by his ability to enter into the extensive economie exchange
involved in marriage and by his personal ability to attract and hold a woman.
It should be noted that the independence and individualism of the Dani women
make it very difficult for even the most important man to maintain more than
one or two wives in the same household. Those men with more than two wives
must in most cases maintain several compounds or allow some of their wives to
return to their parents' compound, or run the risk of desertion or divorce.

Levirate. The Dani explicitly approve of the sib levirate, where, on the death
of a man, his brother or close friend in his sib marries his widow. This is
emphasized by the fact that a woman is called by the same term by both her
husband and by other men of her husband's age and sib, that is, her potential
husbands via the levirate. There were fourteen cases noted where a woman
remarried after the death of her first husband, and in only four of these cases
she remarried a man of a different sib. However, often even young widows
do not remarry at all.

Of 170 married or widowed women in the Dugum Neighborhood, thirty-four,
or just 20 per cent, had been married more than once for the reasons indicated
in Table 2.3.

Incest. Moiety exogamy is strictly observed, and there were no known cases
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TABLE 2.3
REASONS FOR W O M E N HAVING MORE THAN O N E HUSBAND

a. Representing 28 do

Reason
Natural Death of First Husband
Violent Death of First Husband
(warfare, feud, brawl)
Divorce or She Ran Away
Unknown
Total

uble and 3 triple marriages.

N
4

14
3

13
34 a

of intramoiety marriage. Incest is called hu oati (hu, the term used by a man
for a woman of the same generation and the same sib or moiety; oati, term
for testes or blunt term for fornication). Informants could describe only a
single instance of incest in the Neighborhood. They said that when this was
discovered, the man's father beat him and his wife left him.

Incest is ivusa—that is, prohibited by supernatural sanctions—but the precise
nature of these sanctions was not clear. In the one case mentioned, it appeared
that the beating by the father was an outcome of sudden rage rather than a
normal punishment. There was obviously no general disapproval of this affair.
Most informants considered it rather amusing.

The Dani have no restrictions on marriage between two people who live
in the same area. This is noteworthy, for there is a general pattern of local
exogamy (based on village or political unit) in many East New Guinea Highland
societies.

Children. Women rarely have more than two children. The distribution for
the Dugum Neighborhood is described in Table 2.4. These figures are minimal
figures, since the data came primarily from male informants, and undoubtedly
not all children who died in infancy were remembered and reported.

NuMBER OF CHILDREf.

Married Women
Having Borne:

No children

1 child
2 children
3 children
4 children

TABLE 2.4
r PER WOMAN IN THE DuGUM NEIGHBORHOOD

13

86
57
13

1

N
(all young married women who have
not yet begun to have children)

(includes two women with twins)
(woman with two children by each of
two husbands)

Dani men say that women simply do not want more than one or two children
because of the work and bother involved, and that they frequently practice
abortion by manual manipulation. Men usually want more children and when
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talking to me they often spoke bitterly of abortion. However, there is no
indication that abortion actually occurs, and it did not seem to be a cause of
tension in normal husband-wife relations.

Rok of Sexual Intercourse in Marriage. Certainly sexual abstinence is an
important factor in the low birth rate, but it was not possible to learn details
about it. Although a married man usually sleeps in the men's house, he does
sometimes join his wife in the woman's house for the night. There is no feeling
that intercourse is dangerous and can weaken rnen, which is the explicit rationale
for the men's clubhouse in so many Eastern Highland groups (cf. Meggitt 1964).
A few men sleep regularly with their wives, but these women do not necessarily
have more children.

A Dani couple is supposed to observe an extraordinarily long period of sexual
abstinence after the birth of a child. Since they do not measure time in terms
of years, it was not possible to determine exactly how long. However, informants
were asked to describe this duration in terms of the relative ages of siblings, and
from this I estimate the period of postpartum sexual abstinence to be about
four to six years.

Postpartum sexual abstinence is not just an ideal norm; to the best of my
knowledge it is actually observed. Among the several hundred Dani whom
I knew personally and whose genealogies I had collected there was only
one instance where siblings with the same mother were closer in apparent age
than about five years. (It is conceivable that contraception or abortion rather
than actual abstinence would account for this, but I have no solid evidence
for the former and the latter seems to be quite rare. In 1968 at Jibiga a few
men spoke of the use of contraceptive plants by women, but this was denied
by the women I asked. Further research on this subject is necessary.) The one
exception to this age separation was the result of unusual circumstances: Shortly
after a young woman had given birth, her husband was killed in battle, and
she lived for a while in another alliance area where she remarried and had a
second child only a couple of years after the first.

Although some period of postpartum sexual abstinence is common throughout
the world (cf. Whiting 1964), the Dani period of four to six years is exception-
ally long. The Cheyenne were reported to abstain from intercourse for ten
years, but it is clear that this was considered an unusual and virtuous act and
was certainly not a strictly observed rule (cf. Grinnell 1924:149). However, the
Dugum Dani period is not unique, for Koch has reported a four-year postpartum
sexual taboo from the closely related Jale of the Southern Jalemo (1968a: 90).

The Dani had no specific explanation for this abstinence. Children do nurse
occasionally into their third or even fourth year, but after the second year
nursing seems less a source of nourishment than an occasional search for comfort
at the mother's breast.

It is further striking that the Dani show no overt signs of sexual anxiety
during this period of sexual abstinence. Of course, the high incidence of
polygamy means that some men would have access to another wife while one
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was prohibited, but this does not account for the women or for the monogamous
men. And in fact, if one of a polygynous man's wives has a baby, he tends
to live with her and not with another wife to whom he would have sexual access.

Similarly, the general prohibition on extramarital sexual intercourse ^eems
to be observed. It is clearly dangerous to make such statements about the
absence of sexual behavior, for that is one of the most private spheres of
life. However, the norms are explicit, and Dani life is in fact so public that
there is little opportunity to keep illicit sex secret. Twice during my twenty-six
months' stay extramarital affairs were discovered, and they caused great com-
munal stir. And since the Dani do gossip, and since I was friendly with many
people who told me quite scurrilous things about each other, I feel fairly
confident that I would have been aware of it if much extramarital sexual
activity was going on. On the basis of his four and one-half years in the
Grand Valley, Peters comes to similar conclusions (1965:29).

On the other hand, in 1968 when I questioned Dani men at Jibiga, they
claimed that premarital sexual intercourse was very common and that few
girls were virgins at marriage. I tend to doubt this for several reasons. The
informants were unable (or unwilling) to give specific instances of premarital
affairs. Too, they knew of no children born out of wedlock (but explained
this on the grounds that continual sexual intercourse is necessary for conception,
and that premarital affairs were brief). Since marriages take place only every
five years or so, toward the end of that time there are many unmarried girls
who would seem to be quite fecund. In any case, the possibility that my
informants are right cannot be completely ruled out.

But if long postpartum sexual abstinence and the virtual absence of extra-
marital sex is accepted as fact, we are faced with explaining the mechanism
for enforcing such seemingly abnormal behavior. In theory enforcement would
be possible in any society, of course, if the control system was strong enough.
However, with the Dani not only is there no apparent legal mechanism but
there seems to be neither concern nor anxiety about it. Here the observations
of the anthropologist come into direct conflict with the assumption of a basic
human sexual drive. It would seem either that the Dani are genuinely casual
and unconcerned about sex or that they have a most remarkable mechanism
for repressing their concern. This is clearly one of the problems raised by
the Dani data that demands further research.

KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY

The Dani use two sets of kinship terms, defined in Table 2.5. Roughly
speaking, one set is broadly classificatory and is used for blood relatives; the
other set is descriptive and is used for affinal relatives. However, the persons
in the first set are by no means always traceable blood relatives. Perhaps it
would be better to say that the first set of terms categorizes people according
to ascriptive statuses, namely descent group (moiety), age, and sex, while the
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TABLE 2.5
DANI KINSHIP TERMS

Term

Ascriptive ("
opase
he opase
akoja

ami
ejak

oe
akot
hu
abut

opa
opa
akona
akona

Sex of
Alter Moiety Generation

blood," classificatory) Terms
M
F
F

M
Mor F

M
M
F
M or F

M
M or F
F
M or F

=

=

=

Achieved (affinal, descriptive) Terms
akea

akun
akobak

akhoan
akhami
akalho

F

M
M

F
M
F

+ 1
+ 1
+ 1, 0

+ l a

0, — 1 , etc.b

+ V2
_ l / 2

0
- 1 , - 2 , etc.c

+2
2

+2
- 2

0

0
0, - 1

+1
+1
- 1

Dani Term Includes
English:

father
father's sister
mother, mother's brother's

daughter
mother's brother
child (female speaking),

father's sister's child,
sister's child

older brother
younger brother
sister
child (male speaking),

brother's child
grandfather
grandchild (male speaking)
grandmother
grandchild (female

speaking)

wife, brother's wife, wife's
sister

husband, husband's brother
sister's husband, wife's

brother, son-in-law
mother-in-law
father-in-law
daughter-in-law (male

speaking)

Key: Moiety =, ego same moiety as alter, ¥=, ego opposite moiety from alter; Genera-
tion, alter same generation as ego (0), alter older or younger in same generation as ego
( + 1/2, —Vt), alter one generation older or younger than ego ( + 1, —1), etc.

a. And male descendants of this category through male links.
b. And descendants of this category through male links; except that a woman uses akona

for her grandchildren.
c. Except that for biological grandchildren, a man uses opa, a woman akona.
d. The terms ake and akun are descriptive in that they refer to ego's specific spouse or

potential spouse under the levirate or sororate.

second set of terms categorizes people according to achieved relationships,
namely affinal (or in-law) status. I have called these two sets ascriptive and
achieved kinship status terms.

The ascriptive terms usually denote sex of alter (but rarely of ego); whether
ego and alter are of the same or opposite moieties; and generation of alter
vis-a-vis ego.
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The Dani usually use the ascriptive kinship terms in a broadly classificatory

manner without regard for the actual genealogical relationships. But they are
quite aware of genealogical relationships, at least within a few linking generations,
and can use the same terms in a descriptive way. For example, in normal
conversation any man of ego's moiety and older than ego by a single generation
would be called an opase of ego. On the other hand, the question "Who is
ego's opase}" would elicit the name of ego's actual father.

The two sets of terms, ascriptive and achieved, are in part overlapping. The
ascriptive terms are not reserved for blood relatives but are extended to moiety
boundaries. Achieved kinship terms are used only for real affines and usually
take precedence over the blood terms. For example, when a man marries, he
calls his father-in-law by the affinal term akhani rather than by the more
classificatory blood term anti. Marriages between persons of known con-
sanguinity are most unusual (although they are not discouraged in any way), so
this pattern may merely reflect preference for the more descriptive term.

Some terms have behavioral connotations that go beyond kinship relationships.
For example, when a child is born, and at other critical points in its life, its
mother's brother or another ami presents it with cowrie shells. The proper
reply is "nami wa!" (n- being the first person singular possessive prefix and
wa! simply an exclamation). By extension the proper reply or thanks for any
gift of cowrie shells is "nami waf" regardless of the actual reïationships of
the individuals involved.

Kinship terms are used both as terms of reference and frequently as alternatives
to personal names, as terms of address. All kinship terms have an initial vowel
and are usually used with a personal possessive prefix. (Peters gives somewhat
different kinship terms for the Dani immediately to the south of midvalley
[cf. 1965:47-49]).

TERRITORIAL UNITS

THE ALLIANCE

The alliance is the maximal unit within which ceremonial, political, and
social activity takes place. People of different alliances refer to each other as
dili-mege, which means foreigner, outsider, person of another alliance, and
contrasts with the term for people of one's own alliance, aguni juma-mege,
literally, people of this place, local people. Fighting between alliances is war
and has ritual implications lacking in any fighting within the alliance. Although
the alliances are clearly bounded, they are inherently unstable, and the history
of the Grand Valley Dani is one of kaleidoscopically shifting alliances.

These strict political boundaries are neither cultural nor linguistic boundaries.
Some major and many minor differences in material culture, in ritual, and in
language occur from area to area within the Grand Valley; but generally
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speaking, adjacent alliances, whether friendly or enemy, have cultures and
languages so similar as to be completely mutually intelligible.

In the Grand Valley there are about a dozen of these alliances. In 1961
people of the Dugum Neighborhood were part of the Wilihiman-Walalua
Confederation which, together with the Gosi-Alua, Wilil-Himan, Dloko-Mabel,
Dlabi-Mabel, Phaluk-Matian, Widipo-Alua, and a few other confederations, made
up a major alliance of perhaps five thousand people living in about forty
square kilometers of the northeastern corner of the Grand Valley. Both alliance
and confederation are composed of members of many sibs.

There is no Dani term, generic or specific, for the alliance, nor is there a
term for the area the alliance occupies. For its own convenience, the Dutch
government used the name of the most important man, Gutelu (Plate 14), for
the name of both alliance and territory, and the Dani themselves are gradually
adopting this usage.

Alliance boundaries are defined by frontiers where two alliances meet. The
territories of alliances that lie at the edges of the Grand Valley gradually
shade off into the unpopulated mountain forests. Interalliance frontiers may be
war or peace frontiers, depending on the current relations between the two
alliances.

In 1961 the Dugum Neighborhood, which forms the southernmost part of
the Gutelu Alliance area, shared frontiers with the friendly Walilo-Alua and
the enemy Widaia (Map C.3). The Walilo-Alua frontier was a kilometer-broad
strip of broken, forested slope through which passes a major trade route. The
Widaia frontier, on the valley floor, was a two-kilometer strip of no-man's-land,
overgrown gardens, abandoned villages, and several battlefields. In time of
peace, the people of the two alliances push out to farm and live in the no-man's-
land.

T w o major activities take place within the alliance as a whole. Warfare, with
its ritual, involves the entire alliance. Although battles are initiated and fought
on the confederation level, groups from other confederations usually join in. The
ultimate responsibility for war ritual lies with the most important man of the
alliance—with Gutelu, in the Gutelu Alliance.

When Gutelu was at the peak of his influence, all trophies taken from
enemy killed in action on any front of the Alliance were given to Gutelu to
be kept in one of his sacred compounds. By May 1961, however, the leaders
of the Wilihiman-Walulua Confederation, notably Weteklue, perhaps in part
emboldened by the presence of our expedition feit that their importance was
great enough that they could withhold from Gutelu the trophies captured in
action by their confederation.

T w o years later, however, these confederation leaders were at first hesitant
to take the more drastic step in usurping Gutelu's role in initiating the ebe akho
ceremony (the ceremony held every few years, when all outstanding funeral
ritual is concluded, marriages are made, and boys are initiated into the Waija
moiety). It is an alliancewide ceremony, and it must be initiated by the most
important man of the alliance.
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CONFEDERATION

The confederation, which is a territorial, social, and political unit within
the alliance, is perhaps the most important unit of Dani social organization. The
confederation is the frame for much more group activity than is the alliance.

While people frequently move from compound to compound, and even
from neighborhood to neighborhood, they tend to stay within the boundary
of the confederation. Although a Dani would rarely make this explicit, it seems
clear that his basic allegiance is to the confederation rather than to larger or
smaller units. When one Dani wishes to identify another, he is concerned about
his sib affiliation first (and thereby, of course, his moiety) and his confederation
second.

There are some thirty confederations in the Grand Valley, varying consider-
ably in their degree of discreteness. Some, like the Gosi-Alua in 1963, are
recognized as discrete units with clear boundaries. Others, like the Dloko-Mabel
and the Dlabi-Mabel around Jibiga in 1968, are recognized as being to some
extent politically and ritually independent, but they occupy a common territory
and for a time the leaders of the Dloko-Mabel were recognized as the leaders of
the Dlabi-Mabel also. The Wilihiman-Walalua Confederation, which includes
the Dugum Neighborhood, presents an even more ambiguous case. lts name in-
cludes four sib names—Wilil, Himan, Walilo, and Alua—and suggests that two
confederations, the Wilil-Himan and the Walilo-Alua, merged into one. How-
ever, there is no basis for distinguishing two separate confederations in terms of
territory, or political, ritual, or social behavior. (Until 1966 there was another
separate Wilil-Himan confederation on the Elogeta River, neighboring the
Wilihiman-Walalua.)

The Wilihiman-Walalua Confederation, which includes the Dugum Neighbor-
hood, occupies some eight square kilometers in the southern end of the Gutelu
Alliance area. The population of the Confederation is about one thousand people.
Most of the men, and all the more important men of the confederation, belong
to one of the four named sibs (Wilil, Himan, Walilo, and Alua). A tendency to
patrilocal residence in terms of confederation boundaries is shown by the fact
that most adult males are native to the confederation.

The independence of the confederations is in constant flux as wars wax and
wane, alliances form and collapse, and important men emerge and fade.

Although the Grand Valley Dani have no name for confederation per se,
each confederation has a name, usually compounded from the names of the
two dominant sibs of the confederation. In most cases one of the dominant sibs
is of the Wida moiety and the other of the Waija moiety. However, in one
confederation to the south of the Dugum Neighborhood, the Siep-Eloktak, both
sibs are Waija.

Membership in the confederation is dependent on residence, but there are
no formal residence requirements. People often leave their original confederation,
usually because of interpersonal friction, and come to another confederation
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where they live first with friends, participate in the activities of their new
confederation, and eventually build their own houses and even compounds. After
a few months or a year or two, they are considered part of their new confed-
eration. Even v/hen moving across alliance frontiers, they may be accepted
by their former enemies.

The confederation can only be considered a loose group, since there are no
activities limited to the confederation in which everyone, or even every man, is
required to participate. However, there are a few activities which are generally
participated in by most of the people of the confederation. Since the confed-
eration itself does not actually own goods of any sort, it cannot be considered
a corporate group in the usual sense of the term. It does occupy a territory, but
as will be discussed below, it does not actually own the land.

War is conducted on an alliance level, with alliance fighting for several years
against alliance. But the separate one-day battles are fought primarily by the
confederations. A battle is initiated by the important men of one confederation,
who challenge the important men of the contiguous enemy confederation to
fight on one of the battlegrounds in the intervening no-man's-land. Most of
men and older boys from each confederation will then join in the battle, even
if only to stand in the rear ranlcs as noncombatants. Frequently they will be
joined by individuals or groups from other confederations in their respective
alliances, but the battle remains the responsibility of the initiating confederation.
Similarly, in the edai, or two-day dance ceremony that follows the killing of
an enemy, people from other confederations always join in the ceremony, but
it remains an edai of the confederation responsible for the kill.

The je ivakanin ceremony (p. 139) which occurs midway in time and size
between the individual funeral cremations and the alliance-wide ebe akho
ceremony is for the most part a confederation ceremony. Both the Wilihiman-
Walalua and the Gosi-Alua held a je ivakanin ceremony in November 1961, and
on one day held a joint ceremony at Wakawaka, the home of the very important
man Sula.

In November 1963 there was another ceremony at Wakawaka, again including
the Wilihiman-Walalua and the Gosi-Alua, but excluding Gutelu's confederation,
the Dloko-Mabel. Gutelu, who was supposed, as leader not just of his own
confederation but of the entire alliance to initiate the ebe akho ceremony, had
delayed for months, and the leaders of the other confederations in the alliance
attempted to usurp his privilege and initiate the ceremony themselves. After
Gutelu made various physical and supernatural threats, a compromise was
reached and he agreed to the immediate beginning of the ebe akho.

These ceremonies involving more than one confederation but less than the
entire alliance represented a step in the division of the alliance into two
separate alliances. The break-up of the Gutelu Alliance had its roots in friction
between the two factions which was apparent even in 1961, and the events of
1963 hastened the end despite the apparently amicable settlement of the ebe akho
dispute in 1964. The alliance was finally shattered in 1966, when one faction of
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the alliance attacked the other faction. By 1968 the two sides were in different
alliances, recreating the situation which had existed a generation before, and
of the two confederations which had lain along the line of fracture, one was
split in two and the other had been dispersed.

THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The Neighborhood is an analytical construction which I developed after
several months' observation out of a need for some unit smaller than the confed-
eration on which to focus my study. In 1961-1963 it was a convenient unit, but
the events of 1966 caused so much turmoil that by 1968 it was not. Here it is
described as it was in the early 1960's.

The people of the Dugum Neighborhood are considered to be those who
actually lived (rather than visited) for more than a week or so in compounds
in the Neighborhood. The Dugum Neighborhood does represent a real unit in
a geographical sense. However, there is no Dani term for the concept of
neighborhood, a"d it seems unlikely that a Dani would consider himself a
"member" of a "neighborhood." No formal activity involves the entire neighbor-
hood and only the neighborhood, but most close friendships and informal
working or playing takes place within groups living in the same neighborhood. It
may be said that the neighborhood approximates the maximal area of regular
face-to-face contact. No compound in the Neighborhood is more than about
twenty minutes from any other.

The Dugum Neighborhood covers roughly two square kilometers (Plate 13,
Map C.4). Over the course of the thirty-two months between early 1961 and
late 1963 at least 361 people lived in 39 compounds grouped in 16 compound
clusters in the Neighborhood. However, the number of people and compounds
at any one moment during this period was somewhat lower than these figures.
Table 2.6 breaks the population down in terms of sex and age relative to
marriage (which occurs for men when they are roughly twenty, for girls at
about fifteen).

TABLE 2.6
POPULATION OF THE DUGUM NEIGHBORHOOD BY AGE AND SEX

Too Young For Marriage (males
under 20, females under 15)

Never Will Marry (defectives)
Married (males over 20, females

over 15, married or widowed)
Total

Male

53
3

92
148

Female

41
2

170

213

On three sides the boundaries of the Dugum Neighborhood are formed by
unpopulated areas, and only on the West is there real ambiguity about the
boundary. However, I suspect that elsewhere in the Grand Valley where there



PLATE 13. The Dugum Neighborhood. An aerial view from the northwest,
with the Dugum Xeighborhood in the center of the photograph. On the left,
the mountain wall swings around to end in the small knoll of the Dugum Hill.
In the foreground is the Eloketa River. The far boundary of the Dugum
Neighborhood is markcd by the Aikhe River running along the base of the
Dutoba Ridge. (Photograph by Eliot Elisofon)

DIAGRAM 2.3
T H E DUGUM XEIGHBORIIOOD: A CROSS-SECTION
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are no such conveniently bounded areas of similar size the neighborhood may
not be a useful frame of reference.

The Dugum Neighborhood has a range of features lacking in other less
favorably situated areas in the Grand Valley. The Dugum includes both flat
valley floor and slope gardens, both larger valley floor compound clusters and
isolated compounds on the forested hilly flanks where people take pigs for
fresh rooting ground.

The sib representation in the Dugum Neighborhood was described in Table 2.1
(p. 67). A total of 82 per cent of the men and 54 per cent of the women in
the Neighborhood belong to one of the fïve dominant sibs, Wilil, Himan, Walilo,
Alua, and Phaluk. The difference between the men's and women's figures is
some indication of the degree of patrilocal residence in terms of the Neighbor-
hood. Adults of other sibs have for the most part moved into the Neighborhood
in their own lifetimes. The fact that the Neighborhood women represent nearly
twice as many sibs as the men, also indicates the degree to which women
tend to marry into the husband's area. But because the Dani moved so much
and it is difficult to establish a home area for most, I did not gather specific
figures on exogamy.

COMPOUND

The compound is the smallest territorial unit of Dani social organization and
the focus of Dani activity. It consists of several buildings of specialized design
linked together like pearls on a necklace by fences, and laid out so as to open
to an elongated closed central courtyard: the long common house, where
cooking and other daily activities take place; the large round men's house, where
men and boys and sometimes younger girls spend hours talking, working, and
sleeping; several smaller round women's houses where women, girls, and the
youngest children sleep; and one or more pig sties. Behind the houses are
banana plants and often small vegetable gardens, pandanus tres, gourd frames,
and pig runs. The whole is enclosed by an outer fence. This is the basic
residential unit, the compound (Pis. 44^7). Often several contiguous com-
pounds have common banana yards; sometimes a smaller tributary compound
will open on to a major compound. The structures of the compound will be
described in Chapter 9.

In the Dugum Neighborhood the compounds range in population from three
(a single nuclear family) to a maximum of about forty. Generally, each
compound is composed of parts of several extended polygynous families. In
only a few cases these extended families are linked by real or at least sib relations.

It is perhaps better to speak of the interaction that goes on within the
compound not as interaction primarily of the residents of the compound but
of the entire Neighborhood. During the course of a normal day the men's
house and even the common house will have as many visitors as residents. These
visitors come to gossip, smoke, and often casually share in the meals.
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Funerals, curing ceremonies, and most other ceremonies take place in the
compound (silimo), and for an important ceremony, the courtyard is likely
to be filled with several hundred men, women, and children from the Neighbor-
hood and beyond. It is in fact rare that the entire compound will be involved
in some activity that does not also include people from other compounds.

The individual compounds do not have names, although they are often
referred to in terms of the most important man: "Hat konta lakadik^" ("Where
are you going?") "Um'ue ivetekma." ("To the place of Um'ue.") Of the
thirty-nine compounds in the Neighborhood, only six stand by themselves. The
others are attached to and enclosed by a fence common with one to four other
compounds. To call such clusters of compounds villages or hamlets would be
misleading. Geographically they form one unit; but in terms of social, political, or
ritual interaction, they are independent of one another, and in most cases
there is no greater degree of interaction between contiguous compounds than
between compounds of different clusters.

The Dani make no lexical distinction between the compounds and the
compound cluster. The term sili, or osili, refers to an area where there are
houses. Although each compound cluster may be referred to by an individual
name, this name is not strictly the name of the compound but rather the name
of the area where the compound is located.

WATCHTOWER GROUP

A more ephemeral and secondary territorial group is formed by the men
responsible for a certain watchtower. These watchtowers are in the garden
areas on or close to the edge of no-man's-land, between the Wilihiman-Walalua
and the Widaia areas. Each tower provides a small platform seven to ten meters
above the ground, from which the man can watch for an enemy raid while
the women are working in the gardens (Plate 49). Each watchtower commands
a strip of the garden area, and the men with interests in those gardens take
the responsibility for maintaining the watchtower. In the Dugum there are no
special-status young bachelor sentries such as Peters reports from the southern
Grand Valley (1965:83).

Beside each watchtower is a low shelter with thatched roof, open on the
sides. Here during the day men gather to gossip, smoke, knit shell bands and
sleep. These shelters are ivusa, or taboo, for women to even approach, and
they form a sort of secondary men's house. The watchtowers were maintained
and manned during wartime, but after September 1961 and the advent of peace,
they were allowed to decay and by 1968 no watchtowers were left.

RITUAL GROUPS

The territorial units described above have an intermeshing variety of social,
political, economie, and ritual functions. However, there are also two kinds
of groups that do not fit conveniently into the categories used to describe
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the other groups. These exceptions, while territorial to some extent, are defined
only in terms of their ritual function. They are the ganekhe group, holding
the sacred stones of its members, and the wagun group, responsible for the
grass bundies symbolic of the dead and kept in a house or cave in the forest.

Ganekhe Group. Much of Dani ceremonial activity centers around the ganekhe,
certain sacred objects that are stored in the cabinets at the rear of certain
men's houses (Plate 59). These objects include the sugan, very sacred slate
stones that lie, wrapped, on the floor of the cabinet.

Ganekhe were kept in ten different men's houses in the Dugum Neighborhood.
Most of them were owned by three to seven men of the same sib, and one
group was owned by fifteen men of the Wilil sib. In all cases the men lived
in the Neighborhood.

Basically the ganekhe are owned by individual adult men, and if one man
moves to another area he may take his ganekhe to a more conveniently located
men's house. However, when ritual involving the ganekhe objects takes place, the
ganekhe group acts together and all its members are expected to participate.

The ganekhe group are all members of the same sib who generally live in
the same or adjacent neighborhoods. Some men who spent most of their time
in compounds of the Dugum Neighborhood actually kept their ganekhe in
compounds in other parts of the confederation, and a very few of the newcomers
to the area had their ganekhe in distant places.

Except in the cases of those sibs with only a few local representatives, the
ganekhe group does not include all the men of one sib in the confederation, or
even the Neighborhood.

Women have only indirect interests in these objects through their brothers
or husbands.

In a few cases the men are related to one another through known genealogical
links; but in most cases, and especially with the larger groups, the common sib
membership is the formal link, although sometimes vague relationship through
a distant ancestor is cited. It is tempting to see these as small lineage groups, each
holding its own sacred objects. However, the Dani are not particularly concerned
with genealogical relationships, and emphasize common sib membership over
blood ties. Thus, at the present time, these ganekhe groups are better described
as local sib segments which may incidentally be lineages, than as lineages which
may be especially complex. Formerly the ganekhe objects may have been held
only by groups of brothers and cousins, but such projection is not supported
by any data.

Mogat Ai Group. In the Dugum Neighborhood are three mogat ai (literally,
ghost houses), wooden structures containing grass bundies representing dead
people, placed in the structures at the time of the funeral. One structure is
used for members of three of the four major sibs in the confederation, Wilil,
Himan, and Walilo, another by three minor sibs, and the third by two minor
sibs. The other major sib of the confederation, Alua, uses a mogat ai in the
territory of the allied Gosi-Alua.
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PLATE 14. Gutelu, the
most important man of the
Gutelu Alliance.

This pattern may represent former sib confederations which have since
been rearranged. The only joint activity involving the mogat ai is in connection
with the ebe akho ceremony.

SUPRAALLIANCE T R I B U T E SYSTEM

The alliance is the largest territorial unit within which there is organized
social, political, and religious activity. The only regular interalliance activity
is warfare between enemy alliances and trade between friendly alliances.

However, there is some activity on a supraalliance level, which may be
considered tribute systems. They involve payments of pigs by the leaders of
some alliances in return for certain rights of access to areas controlled by
leaders of other alliances or by Grand Valley leaders to their counterparts in
the Jalemo for sacred red paint.

According to information gathered by Father van der Stap and related to me
in a personal communication, Wasin, the very important leader of the Siep-Gosi
Confederation in the Mid-Grand Valley, receives a regular payment of pigs
from the people of the Delok-ugu, the Southern Jalemo, for allowing them
to live in that area. The details of Wasin's rights over that area were not specified.
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This arrangement is apparently contradicted by data from a Dugum Dani
informant concerning the baked red clay (bimut) that comes from the Jalemo
and plays an essential role in boys' initiation into the Waija moiety at the
ebe akho ceremony. The red is painted on the initiates and is also used for
the red series of rock paintings. The red pigment, used throughout the Grand
Valley for boys1 initiations, comes into the Grand Valley by two routes. The
first is from the Northern Jalemo through Gutelu, the most important man of
the Dloko-Mabel Confederation and of the alliance which includes the Dugum
Neighborhood. This red goes to all the groups in the northern half of the
Grand Valley. The second source of red is the Delok-ugu, or Southern Jalemo,
which supplies red to the groups in the southern half of the Grand Valley. The
Welesi, in the upper Wamena Valley, get their initïation red from a separate
source.

The Waija men of each confederation, including those of Gutelu's own
alliance, give Gutelu one or more pigs for the red. Likewise, the Waija men
of the southern half of the Grand Valley, including Wasin of the Siep-Gosi, send
pigs to the Southern Jalemo in exchange for their their own initiation red.

In a sense this circulation of goods is a form of trade. However, because of
its obligatory and ritual aspect, it may also be called tribute.

A third sort of tribute is payment of pigs to Gutelu by groups outside his

PLATE 15. Wali, or
Um'ue, who by 1968 was a
very important man of the
new alliancc.
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alliance for free access to the Iluekaima brine pool. Members of the Gutelu
Alliance have free access to the brine pool.

Gutelu and his Dloko-Mabel Confederation physically control access to the
brine pool, but, more important, they also control the ivusa, or sacred power
of the pool itself.

Apparently Hatateak, the important man of the area across the Balim River,
paid Gutelu at the time of his ebe akho two pigs for access to the brine pool
and one for the initiation red. The pigs given for salt access are called wam
ivude, and those for the red pigment are called wam usakun (usakun has
many shades of meaning, all connoting sacred, powerful status). But knowledge
of these intraalliance relationships is not widespread, and even in 1968, when
I was in close contact with Gutelu, it was difficult to learn about them.

LEADERSHIP AND INFLUENCE

The difficulty of defining the Dani concept of leadership is like that faced by
other anthropologists in Melanesia. Oliver has described (1955:xvii ff.) his
original problem of finding out about the leaders of the Siuai of Bougainville;
Pospisil relates that when he went to the Ekagi (Kapauku) of West New
Guinea he had been assured that there was a "virtual absence of authority and
leadership" (1958:77), and Brown has described the pre-European situation of
the Chimbu of East New Guinea as showing "an absence of any fixed authority
('anarchy')" (1963:3) and "no formal office of leadership existed for the tribe
or any segment of it" (Brookfield and Brown 1963:8). Closer examination
does of course reveal a pattern of leadership which seems to be fairly uniform
throughout the Melanesian region. Sahlins has described the Melanesian leader
(in contrast to the Polynesian chief) as a man of achieved influence rather
than of inherited power, who functions through consensus rather than proclama-
tion (1963). As Sahlins points out, the term for leader in many Melanesian
societies is translated literally as "big man." Salisbury, in his penetrating analysis
of New Guinea leadership (1964), suggests that while most leaders are of the
generally democratie "Melanesian big man" pattern, the men at the very top
are in fact despots. The aspiring leaders of the second rank, who function
within the egalitarian ideology, are more numerous and more visible to the
anthropologist, while the really big men are in fact outside the system and
tend to be written off as anomolous. Salisbury's analysis of these two rather
different sorts of leaders does seem to fit the Dani situation: the confederation-
level leaders are of the big man pattern, while at the head of most alliances is
a leader of a significantly different caliber, although the term despot may be
too strong. My own observations were primarily of confederation-level leaders,
and certainly this picture of Dani leadership would be somewhat different if
it had been based on the behavior of Gutelu, the most important man of the
Alliance.

Dani leadership is highly informal. Leaders gradually emerge, reach a peak of
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leadership, and then gradually decline. Leadership is not marked by elections,
inaugurations, material symbols or rank, or other dramatic forms of public
recognition. There is public implicit acknowledgement rather than an explicit
recognition of leaders. The leaders act through influence, by persuasion rather
than by wielding coercive power.

DANI TERMINOLOGY

On the Dani gradiënt of influence, there are two concepts: ab gogtek and
gebu.

Ab gogtek. Ab gogtek means literally "big man." This term or its Southern
Valley equivalent, gain, is translated by the government and missionaries as
"chief." This is inaccurate on two counts. The concept of chief implies an
institutionalized authority with coercive power. This is lacking among the
Dani. Further, ab gogtek is a very broad term. It was, during my stay among
the Dani, applied to nearly every man at one time or another. Of the hundred
or so adult men in the Neighborhood, informants were willing to call all but
one or two ab gogtek. In this sense the term may be better understood as
normal men, men who fight, farm, have at least one wife or are only temporarily
bachelors.

The terms for leader that mean literally "big man" throughout New Guinea
and Melanesia (cf. Sahlins 1963) are usually much more restricted in usage. Since
the Dani term has such a broad reference, I prefer to use "leader" or "important
man" when describing Dani of special influence.

In addition to the broad term ab gogtek, there are several other terms
that apparently indicate status of greater and perhaps more specialized influence.
Informants varied greatly when describing and differentiating between the
attributes of these various statuses, and no two informants agreed on who
occupied any particular status. It seems probable that these statuses are roughly
synonymous for persons with relatively more influence than the other ab gogtek.

Terms of address for an especially important man is namene or najege, both
of which mean "my dog" and which refer to the anini quality of the dog, a kind
of reckless bravery.

On the other hand, there are two men in the Alliance with kinds of status
which seem to be more than just quantitatively different from the ab gogtek
status, but which do not seem to have a special name. First, Gutelu himself
has the unique authority to initiate the ebe akho and thus is the only confed-
eration leader with real alliancewide influence.

The attempt by Sula, Weteklue, and Polik in November 1963 to usurp this
power and to initiate the ebe akho on their own was an explicit challenge to
Gutelu's prerogative. The ultimate failure of this attempt in the face of Gutelu's
displeasure supports the suggestion that his is a special although perhaps
vulnerable status.

Gutelu's status was inherited from his father. It has a strong supernatural
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foundation, based on his control of the brine pool at Iluekaima and the house
of the sun at Wadlagu, and other particularly powerful sacred objects.

To use Salisbury's terms (1964), Gutelu is a "director," while Weteklue is
merely an ordinary man who has risen by ordinary means to the top of
the "executive" category. In every alliance in the Grand Valley there is one
such man who can initiate the pig ceremony. The names of these men are
known throughout the Grand Valley.

The second unique status was that of Maikmo, the important man of the
Wilil-Himan, a minor group which broke off from the Wilihiman-Walalua
Confederation, probably in the 1950's. They lived on the Elogeta River, adjacent
to the Wilihiman-Walalua, with whom they had friendly but somewhat distant
relations. Peters mentions that in the southern Grand Valley members of the
Himan sib (to which Maikmo belongs) have a special relationship with the
sun. Maikmo's Wilil-Himan were caught in the middle of the attack of June 1966
which destroyed the alliance, and afterwards they dispersed. By 1968 this group
could hardly be said to exist, and Maikmo was living almost as a refugee in
the far end of the old alliance area.

Maikmo has a special relationship with the sun and the moon. The details
are not clear. Some people say that he is the child of the sun. A general
euphemism for the sun is ninakoja, our mother; while it is recognized that
for most people this is just a manner of speaking, there may be some genealogical
mythology behind Maikmo's use of the term. In any case, Maikmo seems to
have much closer relationships with the sun and moon than even Gutelu, and
by virtue of this relationship Maikmo is said to be particularly effective in
controlling rain. These two men seem to have the sort of extraordinary
position of leadership which was described by Salisbury. Unfortunately I had
only casual contact with both of them and was unable to get extensive data
on their activities.

Gebu. At the other end of the power scale are those men who are called
gebu. The gebu are the rare permanent bachelors and are noticeably subnormal
both physically and mentally. In the Dugum Neighborhood there were only
three of them, compared with ninety-two married men. These are the only
men who are never called ab gogtek, or big man. My questions about whether
these three could be called ab gogtek always met with amused but firm denial.
The gebu are the men who do not fully participate in the normal male activities:
they do not fight, they have never killed, they are not married, and any
suggestion on my part that they might eventually marry was met with scornful
laughter; they are less than men in the sense that they do not carry a man's
burden in the compound's economie or social life; but none of the gebu
observed in the Neighborhood take on any aspects of the woman's life. There
is no transvestism. They are simply a little outside the system. But they are not
worthless; their prestige is low, but they are tolerated, even with affection.

Hubugaijo is a prime example of gebu, and the first on every list of gebu. A
withered middle-aged man, about forty, he is very clumsy, and perhaps feeble-
minded. He has no wives, no pigs, no gardens. Yet he never lacks a place to
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sleep or food to eat. Often he visits Um'ue's compound for a few days or
weeks. He sits quietly in the rear of the men's house, rarely joining in the
conversation. When he enters, men whisper to me in a stage whisper, "Hubugaijo
gebu!" He is the frequent butt of jokes, most of them sexual, on the part of
the younger men. They snatch at his testicles or flip off his penis gourd as he is
slowly changing into a new one. Sometimes he is blamed long and elaborately
for running off with a pig or a wife. The teasing is abruptly ended just as he
seems about to burst into tears. But despite his uselessness, and his clumsiness, he
is often treated with regard. He may be drawn aside for a serious consultation
during a ceremony. When the men of the compound where he is staying
participate in joint work effort, Hubugaijo joins them. During one of his stays
with Um'ue he built and planted a small tobacco garden outside the compound
on his own initiative.

SYMBOLIC SIZE

Despite the broadness of the term ab gogtek, it is possible to ascertain the
real leaders by asking who are the really large men. Gog (big) refers not to
physical size—indeed, many leaders are of normal height—but to symbolic size,
a concept implicit in the idea of leadership. Sometimes the relative influence of
leaders is described by indicating relative heights above the ground with the
hand. Also, the wap, the brightest stars and planets in the night sky, are said
to be the heads of particularly important leaders touching the sky. These men
are also described as edaka pokot, literally "called sky" in reference to their
symbolic association with the sky.

THE IDEAL DANI LEADER

Dani statements about leadership are worth noting, even though they do not
particularly correspond to observable reality. The invariable Dani answer to
the question, "Why is (X) such a big man5", is "He has kill many people
in war." Secondary replies mention his many wives and pigs. But in fact, the
lists of killings attributed to the various men of the Neighborhood are greatly
inflated or at best describe general participation in a killing. (If they were
real, one would have expected that their enemies had long since been completely
eradicated.) The number of wives a man has is more a result of influence,
especially economie influence, than a cause of it. And leaders in fact often have
fewer pigs on hand than many less important men.

Skill in oratory, which figures so prominently in the leadership pattern of
nearly every other New Guinea society, is quite unimportant to the Dani. There
are no speeches at public events. The leaders of a ceremony will mumble
incantations at ghosts or shout names to identify givers or receivers of goods, and
at battles it is most often the young and unimportant men who shout the
most hilarious obscenities. The persuasiveness of a leader is exercised privately, in
small groups or tête-a-tête.

The confederation-level leaders are all gentle men of strength and skill. To
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some extent these Dani leaders correspond to Read's (1954) description of the
leaders of the Gahuku-Gama in East New Guinea. But while Read suggests that
this gentleness is a mark of autonomy, of standing somewhat outside a system
in which the primary male virtue is aggressiveness, in the Dani case it is this
gentleness which seems to be the dominant virtue. Read has said of New Guinea
Highlanders in general that

they seem to be continually on the verge of some more or less violent and unexpected
outburst, and continual close association with them becomes a strain. (1954:6),

This description certainly does not fit the Dugum Dani. Their aggressiveness
in warfare is a different matter. It is not so much interpersonal aggression for
the purpose of domination, but much more a tactical skill whose result may be
the death of an enemy. The Dani simply do not live in the tense, aggressive
atmosphere that Read and many others since have reported from the Highlands
of New Guinea.

I think that when the Dani describe their leaders as killers with many wives
and pigs, they are referring to a general quality of skill or competence: Personal
aggressiveness and brutality, even against an enemy, is not valued; but one
often hears the cry "Hat hotiak" ("you are clever") said approvingly to both
children and adults, referring to this skillful competence.

MEANS OF GAINING INFLUENCE

There are no formalized requirements or institutionalized paths to leadership
and influence. Likewise, there is no status or rank that a man at some point
in his career assumes and later relinquishes. All normal men are big men
(ab gogtek) to some degree. Those I call leaders are those with the greatest
influence. The Dani themselves have no comparable term to separate out
this category of leaders.

Since the means of increasing one's influence are implicit, we must look
to those men who have greater or less influence and attempt to discover the
reasons for their position in the continuüm.

Pospisil has stated of the Ekagi (Kapauku) that "pig breeding constitutes
the only way to become rich and to acquire prestige, achievements which in
turn enable a man to become an influential politician" (1958:14) and that "wealth
and skill in oratory constitute the prerequisites for assumption of the political
leadership of a village" (1958:15). For the Dugum Dani wealth is certainly a
factor in achieving leadership, but skill in oratory apparently does not play
an important role. There seem to be four major factors in the development of
influence for the Dugum Dani.

Skill in Warfare. Skill in warfare is a major factor in the prestige of a man. The
number of kills a man has to his credit, is probably not so important. Rather, his
bravery or his fearlessness is important. This quality may be demonstrated in
different ways. A man like Wejaklegek, or the cripple Alheto, demonstrate it
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on the front line of battle, never retreating and courting enemy arrows. On
the other hand, the powerful Um'ue is rarely seen on the front lines—he fights
on the side, in the bush, where cleverness is more important than brute courage.

The younger men are judged by their skill and courage in the face of the
enemy. For those men who have enough influence to call a battle or raid, much
of their prestige rides on their skill in assuring the success of the venture.

Economie Competition and Household Size. Economie power is gained not
so much by accumulation of wealth as by skillful manipulation of wealth in
the complex exchange system—in participating in the exchange which takes
place at funerals and other ceremonies. An unimportant man such as Egali
happens to have many more pigs but less prestige than an important man like
Um'ue.

The number of wives a man has does not directly effect his prestige; rather
the number of women—wives, older relatives, and young girls—and boys in his
household has a direct effect on his economie power: The pigs are cared for
primarily by women and boys, and so if a man has few women and boys, his
ability to maintain a large heard is diminished. In practice this is not a limiting
factor: Egali, with one wife and one son, maintains a herd of about fifteen
pigs; Um'ue, although there are perhaps ten women and boys in his household, is
never able to increase his herd much beyond ten because he is involved in so
much exchange at funerals. Women are further important because, salt, which
is traded for feathers, furs, exchange stones, and net materials from the Jale, is
prepared exclusively by the women; too, the exchange nets are made exclusively
by women.

An indication of the influence of a man is the number of youths—boys and
sometimes even girls—who come to live in his compound on the basis of the
kinship structure, and in particular the ami relationship. The ami is the mother's
brother, but also includes all men of the mother's sib or even moiety. The
opase, strictly the father, but extended to all men of the father's sib and even
moiety, functions similarly. A youth can claim either opase or ami relationship
with any man of the area, and, if there is a friendly relationship, can live in
that man's compound, sharing the work of the compound, and eventually expects
the man to assist in the marriage exchange, or in exchange at the cremation of
one of the youth's closer relatives, and even in disputes. These youths, between
age ten and the time they are married (around the age of twenty) lead
highly mobile hves, drifting from one compound to another. An important
man like Um'ue may have up to three or four such youths staying in his
compound, but there is nothing formalized in these relationships.

Heredity and Inheritance. An important factor in prestige not recognized
explicitly by the Dani is heredity. Heredity has an indirect effect on prestige: A
man is not important simply because his father was a leader; but several factors
make it easier for such a man to rise in importance, make it more likely that
a leader will be the son of a leader.

Since the more important men tend to have more wives and therefore more


